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Puma has reported that global brand sales reached almost €1.4 billion, up 16 per cent, in
the first half of this year.

It says consolidated sales were up more than 33 per cent on the back of the World Cup, where, for the first time in the company's history, a Puma
sponsored national team took the trophy.

Puma was the dominant supplier at the championships, with a strong portfolio of 12 teams, and gained brand visibility throughout 56 per cent of all
games. It was also among the top three brands in terms of player presence on the field, with 18 per cent of all players wearing the v1.06 product line
(pictured).

Says CEO Jochen Zeitz: "By supplying the world champion Italian national team, along with our overall strong brand visibility at the football World Cup,
as well as further outstanding performances in new product categories like golf, Puma was able to strengthen its position as one of the most desirable
sport lifestyle brands.

"Combined with half-year results that exceeded our expectations, it has been a very successful first six months of 2006 and of phase four of our long-
term business development plan."

Adidas reports 
profit increase
Adidas has posted an 18 per cent group operating profit increase
in its first half results for this year.

In the second quarter of the year, group sales increased 59
per cent on a currency-neutral basis, driven by the consolidation
of the Reebok business as well as higher-than-anticipated double-
digit growth of both Adidas and TaylorMade-Adidas Golf.

Sales for the Adidas Group, excluding Reebok, increased 20
per cent, with double-digit sales increases coming from all
regions. In Euro terms, group revenues grew 60 per cent to
€2.428 billion in the second quarter of 2006, from €1.516 billion
in 2005. Sales for the Adidas Group excluding Reebok grew 20
per cent to €1.812 billion.

Says Adidas AG chairman and CEO Herbert Hainer: "The
Adidas Group had an outstanding first half of 2006, crowned by
our strong showing at the World Cup. Adidas and TaylorMade-
Adidas Golf's topline performance was impressive and Reebok
delivered sequential improvement in line with our expectation."

Herbert Hainer: “The Adidas Group had an
outstanding first half of 2006”

Sales up at Puma

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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"England have the best fans in the world and Scotland's fans are second to none"
Kevin Keegan

CLUBRUNNER JOINS FSPA
ClubRunner, the leisure management software solutions
company, has become an associate member of the
Federation of Sports and Play Associations.

In recognition of ClubRunner's commitment to the
FSPA, the company has also been appointed as a
recommended supplier to the Play Providers Association.

"ClubRunner is very serious about developing
safety and service consistency in the kid's play industry
and hope to improve the standing of play providers
across the leisure sector by offering our software
solutions to members of both the FSPA and PPA," says
Marketing Director Jon Johnston.

ClubRunner's software management solution is
already in use at several kid's play locations across the
UK and Europe, including sites owned by Gambado and
1,2,3 Jump. 

The company has developed a unique wristband
admittance system that can be integrated with EPoS
systems. Each wristband is barcoded and allocated to
an adult swipe card. Children can only exit the play area
by using the adult card associated with their wristband,
while all children wearing wristbands associated with
the card must leave at the same time, ensuring that
there are no stragglers left behind.

Says Kate Costin, Marketing Manager at the FSPA:
"We are delighted to be working with ClubRunner as
they are already making significant contributions to the
development of safe and secure environments for play.
Our members will certainly benefit from using their
software."

ClubRunner systems are used across many leisure
industry sectors, including health/fitness, spas and golf,
as well as kid's play.

SALES STRONG 
AT HI-TEC
Hi-Tec has announced a 20 per cent
sales growth, with figures looking to
climb above and beyond
expectations for 2006. The outdoor
category in particular continues to 
go from strength to strength and
remains the strongest category in
terms of growth for 2006, says 
David Goulding, HI-TEC 
President Europe.

The gain has been a direct result
of the organic growth of existing
accounts plus the evolution and
expansion of the HI-TEC exclusive V-
Lite technology throughout the
brand’s product categories, including
Golf, Outdoor, Court, Athletic and
Tactical Military footwear.  

“In a highly competitive 
arena, our brand continues to 
grow and strengthen its position,”
says Goulding.

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:b.fidler@reusch.com


RISING DEBT
One-hundred-and-fifty of the 500 sports companies analysed in Plimsoll Publishing’s latest industry report shows that
they’re in more debt now than they have been in the last four years.

“We are always surprised how no-one at these companies seems to realise their debts are rising and the effect it’s
having on the overall financial strength of the company,” says David Pattison, head of research at Plimsoll.
“Unfortunately, it’s not something they tend to measure until it’s too late. Our analysis spots these problems early.”

The Plimsoll analysis highlights the 96 companies among the 150 where debt is already impacting on their business
and competitiveness.

The full publication contains an individual
profile for each of the largest 500 sports and
leisurewear companies. Aimed at non-
accountants, it simplifies the key performance
measures and uses a series of graphs to plot load
lines. These charts give readers a visual summary
of each of the companies in the market.

Copies are available for £350 by calling
01642 626400 or emailing
c.sherwood@plimsoll.co.uk. Sports Insight readers
qualify for a five per cent discount.
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ISPO RUSSIA
SEPTEMBER 20-23, 2006
Crocus Expo Center, Moscow

FSPA CRICKET STOCKROOMS
SEPTEMBER 21, 2006
The County Ground, Derbyshire

THE OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW
OCTOBER 4-6, 2006
Stoneleigh Park

OCTOBER OUTDOOR FEST
OCTOBER 21-28, 2006
Gaynor Sports, Ambleside, Lake District

STAG BUYING SHOW  
In association with Sports Insight
NOVEMBER 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406.

ISPO WINTER
February 4-7, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair
Centre

ISPO RUSSIA WINTER
February 19-22, 2007
Crocus Center, Moscow

GOLF EUROPE
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 1, 2006
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Diary Dates

ISPO CHINA WINTER
March 14-17, 2007
Beijing National Agricultural
Exhibition center

ISPO SUMMER
July 8-10, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

£

£

£
££

www.xpres.co.uk  
Tel 01332 855 085  
Fax 01332 855 080 

The Xpres Ultragraphics system enables fast and cost effective
production of one-off and low volume, single or full colour logos for

application to a huge range of apparel, accessories and sporting gifts.

● Fast and easy production of 
single and full colour logos

● Produce from 1 to 100’s of 
transfers profitably

● Low consumable costs

● From just £1,545 (inc.installation, 
full training and warranty)

A Revolution in
Personalised Sportswear

mailto:c.sherwood@plimsoll.co.uk
mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
http://www.xpres.co.uk
mailto:c.sherwood@plimsoll.co.uk
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“I’ve been described as fat, boozy and toothless.
That’s pretty accurate”

Jocky Wilson

BLADES STORE HAS 
PREMIER FACTOR
Sheffield United’s superstore has been given a Premiership
facelift.

United have transformed the club shop into an impressive
retail unit after the club reported record sales of merchandise
during the last six months. The Blades’ state-of-the-art superstore
is twice the size of the previous shop, covering 2,750 square feet
and offering supporters a vastly improved retailing experience.

“The superstore has been brought into the modern era and I
hope supporters will be impressed with the new look,” says
Sheffield United chief executive Jason Rockett. “We appreciated
the retail offer needed to be significantly improved and believe
the refurbishment meets those aspirations.

“We have better utilised space at the ground and created 
an increased size of shopfloor, product range and the design 
of the store improves customer flow, especially during busy
match days.”

National firm 442 Design designed the superstore, while
United worked with a number of local suppliers to turn the plans
into reality. It includes a kit wall for the club’s home and away
strip, goalkeeper’s area, jewellery, ladieswear and babywear
concessions, while the central feature is a large stainless steel 
club crest.

ONLINE RETAIL: HALF-YEAR SALES
GROW 40%
British shoppers spent £13.5 billion online during the first half of 2006,
40 per cent more than they did during the same period last year,
according to the Interactive Media in Retail Group.

June's growth was 10 times higher than the 3.7 per cent recorded
by National Statistics for total UK retail sales. IMRG estimates that
£2,255 million worth of shopping was conducted online in June, some
£853 million more than the £1.4 billion estimated for June 2005.  

The 37 per cent year-on-year growth recorded in June brings the
average increase for the first half of 2006 to 40 per cent  - exactly in
line with the annual increase forecast by IMRG.    

Internet sales broke through the £2 billion-per-month barrier in
November 2005 and have exceeded £2 billion each month since then.
Monthly online sales are unlikely to ever fall below this level again, as
each year since records began they have risen from the traditional June
dip, says IMRG.

Liverpool may have finished third behind Chelsea and
Manchester United in the Premiership last season, but
their new home shirt is top of the shirt sales, according to
Kitbag.com

Purchases during July at the online sports store show
that the Anfield club's new Adidas top is outselling
Chelsea's new kit by more than three to one.

United shifted the second highest amount of shirts in
July, closely followed by Arsenal, with Chelsea in fourth.

Says Kitbag's Marketing Manager, Nicola Lightburn:
"Liverpool, United, Chelsea and Arsenal's new shirts have
all been hugely popular at Kitbag.com, but the demand
for Liverpool's has just been staggering."

LIVERPOOL 3-1 CHELSEA

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.gumsheildsdirect.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

…Sergio Tacchini has signed former Manchester United player Lee Sharpe (pictured) as its Brand Ambassador. The
collaboration will kick off with major activity across the UK, which will include advertising appearances and extensive retail
promotions across the network of Sergio Tacchini distributors. Sharpe will also support important Sergio Tacchini initiatives,
including the soon-to-be-launched footwear collection… Bristol Rugby has chosen EAS as its preferred nutrition supplier. Bristol
Rugby is using selected products from the EAS Myoplex range to promote muscle growth and a healthy immune system while
boosting and stabilising metabolism and guarding against any nutritional deficiencies brought on by tough training sessions…
British Triathlon has announced that steel producer Corus is to become its premier commercial sponsor - a first for both Corus
and British Triathlon - for an initial sponsorship of two years…Molten and basketball mail order firm Sportserve are the new
sponsors of the Great Britain Wheelchair Basketball Association (GBWBA). Molten’s ACENTEC Vantaggio football is also the
new match ball of the Kent Football League… Lotto Sport Italia has signed Juan Carlos Ferrero. The Spanish tennis player,
ranked 27th in the ATP rankings, has agreed a three-year deal… The Irish Rugby Football Union has re-appointed Gilbert as
the exclusive Official Ball Supplier to the IRFU… Dunlop has signed a 10-year agreement with golfers David Howell, Darren
Clarke and Lee Westwood that will see them wear Dunlop Collection apparel. The trio will also land a £2 million bonus if one
of them wins The Open or any other major tournament over the next 10 years - the largest ever cash prize in golf…Fletcher
Leisure Group Inc has announced a licensee agreement with Glenbrae Golf, the performance knitwear subsidiary of Spectrum
Yarns Limited, in a move that will see the company take control of the Sunice Golf performance outerwear brand… ASICS UK
has signed England left-arm spinner ‘Monty’ Panesar to represent the brand as its latest cricket ‘ambassador’… Reebok is to
launch its first adverts featuring Arsenal and France striker Thierry Henry as part of the brand's £20 million pan-European
marketing drive. Reebok has also signed Andriy Shevchenko to a multi-year partnership.. Diadora has agreed a new four-year
deal with the Scottish Football Association to become the Official Kit Manufacturer for the Scotland National Team. The Italian
sportswear manufacturer will continue to design and manufacture all official SFA equipment and apparel… USA Pro is to
sponsor a new swimming event - Breaststrokes with USA Pro. The first two swims will raise money for breast cancer research at
Cancer Research UK…The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (R&A) has chosen Adidas Golf as ‘The Preferred
Apparel Supplier to The Open Championship’ for a further five years…

HSL & Shiner take 
legal action
Heeling Sports Limited, the Texas-based company that owns the
Heely brand, and exclusive UK distributor Shiner Limited have
been forced to take legal action against companies producing
imitation Heelys shoes.

Heelys, which have a wheel in the heel, allow the wearer to
use the shoes normally, but by inserting the wheels can also use
them to skate. Shiner’s director, Charles Allen, expects turnover
in Heelys to run into millions of pounds by the end of the year.
Shiner has run TV advertising campaigns on Nickelodeon, which
have boosted sales even further.

A court action against five sellers of imitation shoes resulted
in injunctions being obtained against three of the defendants
restraining them from any further dealings in the imitations.

The remaining two defendants agreed to give formal
undertakings to the court in similar terms to the injunctions that
have been sought against them. One of them surrendered their entire remaining stock of 1,700 pairs of shoes to Shiner, while the other agreed to
put their remaining 400 pairs of shoes into the joint custody of the parties’ solicitors.

If any of the defendants disregard an injunction or undertaking, this would amount to contempt of court and the defendant would be liable to
a fine, imprisonment or seizure of his/its goods.

The injunctions and undertakings are interim measures. If and when the cases run their course, HSL and Shiner Limited expect the defendants to
be ordered to pay substantial damages and legal costs.

HSL and Shiner have commenced further proceedings against a company recently found to be trading imitation Heelys on the internet. An
application for an injunction has been made and will be heard at the end of August.

Sponsorship
News

UNDER ARMOUR SIGNS GLOBAL AGREEMENTS
Under Armour branded performance apparel has signed a series of agreements with international master agents and distributors to manage the
distribution of Under Armour products globally. 

France and Andorra will be served by Equation Performance, Germany and Austria by Main Sport and Italy by Sportbox. 
"By partnering with these key distributors and master agents, we are confident that Under Armour will continue to further its position as a world

leader within the premium sporting goods industry," says Ryan Wood, President of Under Armour Europe BV. 

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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“Never in the ring of human conflict have so few taken so much from so many”
US boxer Saoul Mamby

… Paul Wood of Space
and Time Design has
been appointed to the
board of directors at
Grassroots Sports
Design Ltd, the parent
company of
Sweetspot. Sweetspot
is now looking for an
experienced managing
director …Sport
England has appointed
Steve Town as its new
Regional Director for the
West Midlands with
immediate effect. Town
has worked at Sport
England for the past
three years, most
recently as head of

performance and improvement for the East
Midlands region… The ECB has appointed Guy
Jackson as National Academy Manager, succeeding
Nigel Laughton, who will join Bath RFC as
Operations Director… Life Fitness has made Ben
Jobson its Territory Development Manager of the
Midlands and David Connolly the company’s
Channel Sales Manager for the North…Zendor has
further strengthened its sales operation with the
appointment of new Business Development
Manager Steve Aylott (pictured) …

Transfer 
Market

… Becky Lyne, HILLY’s Retail Customer Support Manager (pictured), won the 800 metre
bronze medal at the recent European Athletics Championships… The Welsh Rugby Union
has announced record profits of £6.7 million for the past 12 months…Sky Sports’ online
service attracted 7.54 million unique users during July, beating its previous record set in

June… Interest in sponsoring the London 2012 Olympics has been so strong that companies are reportedly prepared
to pay around £100 million to become official partners. It was originally thought that top-level sponsors would have
to pay out approximately £50 million over the six years leading up to 2012… Camelot has announced a 28 per cent
increase in funds raised by the National Lottery for London 2012 over the past three months. The new Dream
Number lottery draw and existing London 2012 scratch cards have generated £13.4 million to help fund the staging
of the 2012 Games, compared to £10.4 million raised in the previous quarter…  Sport England has welcomed plans
announced by the Department for Communities and Local Government to give further protection to sports buildings.
The new rules would mean that it is no longer possible to demolish a sports building without planning permission to
do so, unless permission has been granted as part of a wider application for development…

Sports
Shorts

OUTDOOR VISITOR FIGURES UP
The organiser of
OutDoor 2006 has
reported a slight
increase in attendance
this year - 15,511,
compared to 15,137 in
2005. Trade visitors
came from 65 different
countries on all five
continents.

This year the event
focused on the
product and service
needs of ‘outdoor
women’ and took up
10 halls as well as an
open-air site in
Friedrichshafen.

“The mood in the
branch is excellent,”

says Rolf G Schmid, President of the European Outdoor Group and chief executive of
the Mammut Sports Group. “Selling is really fun again.”

Says Trade Fair Director, Rolfe Mohne: “With its strong charisma, its unique
atmosphere and its almost total portrayal of the market, OutDoor has developed into
one of the most important platforms for presentation and new products for the
internationally aligned outdoor branch.

“We’ve received many very positive reactions, both from the industry and from
trade visitors.”

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.craft.se
mailto:craftsportswear.com
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Wave Inspire 2 - ultimate support
Wave Inspire 2 has been developed for the runner who requires

optimum support without compromising on cushioning or
foot transition. Inspired to support you.

Mizuno: 0800 328 0180. www.mizunoeurope.com

Notts Sport non-turf cricket pitch
systems
Notts Sport is the world’s leading supplier of non-
turf cricket pitch systems for coaching, practice and
match play.

The company’s products are designed for players
of all ages and abilities and provide consistent
playing performance and quality, combined with
outstanding durability.

The company offers two England and Wales
Cricket Board approved artificial pitches - the
NottsBase D System and Envelope System - plus a
bespoke service.

The NottsBase D System is one of only a handful
of ECB-approved synthetic pitch surfaces that can be
laid directly on a grass square. It offers a narrower
range of playing characteristics in relation to bounce
and pace and its synthetic composition minimises
maintenance.

The Envelope System is ideal for coaching,
practice and match play, where a realistic alternative
to natural turf is required.

The system imitates the best playing
characteristics of a well-maintained grass pitch, with
the branded NottsPad underlay adjusting subject to
moisture and compaction to maintain pitch
performance.
For more information call 0116 272 0222 or visit
www.nottssport.com

http://www.mizunoeurope.com
http://www.nottssport.com
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Mitre Reload Training Ball
The Mitre Reload Training Ball is a rounded-end
rugby training aid that’s proving popular at all
levels of the game.

It can be used as a warm-up and
skills developer in team training
sessions and is also suitable for
players wanting to hone their
skills alone. The Reload is
excellent for spin and distance
passing, catching practice,
line out throwing and scrum
work. It’s also good for
developing drop-kick
techniques.

The ball’s RRP is £9.99
and has a specially formulated
blended rubber outer surface,
allowing players to retain
complete control in both wet and
dry conditions.
Mitre: 0208 970 2866.

Another bumper month for Aqua Sphere
This award winning brand supplied goggles to the housemates on
series seven of Channel 4's Big Brother and is now poised for its
debut attendance at Leisure Industry Week in September, where it
will be unveiling its new performance swimwear range. 

The range effectively extends Aqua Sphere's portfolio, creating
a one-stop shop for all aquatic needs. For Free LIW tickets call
01254 278873.
For excellent end-of-season price deals on Aqua Sphere's
Seal mask, the original swim mask
with 180-degree peripheral vision
without distortion, call 01254 278873.
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

13www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop
Essential stock for your shop

Cargolines customised sportswear
One of the leading manufacturers of customised sportswear,
Cargolines, with its in-house design, print, and embroidery
facilities, is ready and waiting to give you the best service
possible.

With clients that include national teams and covering
many sports, Cargolines has built a first-class reputation for
the manner in which it services customer orders and the
quality of the finished product.

The company has no sales force and doesn’t run postal
campaigns - business comes from recommendations from the
hundreds of clients that Cargolines has had the pleasure of
doing business with. And there’s no minimum order.

Whether it's a tracksuit or team kit, jacket or bib, made in
Cargolines’ factory or supplied from one of the many brands
offered, the service will always be the same.
Cargolines: 01799 526800. Email: sales@cargolines.co.uk
Website: www.cargolines.co.uk

Nike C.O.R.E
Large Audio
Backpack
Nike’s C.O.R.E. Large
Audio Backpack
features a remote
keypad on the right-
hand strap that
allows users to
control volume and
track changes while
wearing the ‘Made
for iPod’ product.

The pack
features a number of
pockets, including a padded laptop compartment and a media pocket that
both protects the iPod and houses an Apple 30-pin connector that connects
to the iPod, mini, nano, photo and iPod with video.

Ergonomically-shaped padded straps provide additional comfort, while
Nike FLOW technology reduces the contact points between the bag’s back
panel and the wearer, helping to disperse heat, allow air to move freely
across the back and minimise sweat build-up.
www.nike.com

http://www.cargolines.co.uk
http://www.nike.com
mailto:sales@cargolines.co.uk
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BugBand Insect Repellent
Vitalstock, the company that brought the Lift Tee to the UK, is exclusively
launching BugBand - a product perfect for golfers.

Both child and environmentally friendly, the key ingredient in this product is
geraniol, which is pesticide-free and reduces the possibility of skin irritation.

BugBand is available as a wristband (£4.99), towelette (£1.99) or a pump
aerosol spray (£6.99). Packaged in an innovative plastic pot used to store it
between uses, the wristband has an active life of up to 120 hours.

For more information contact Vitalstock on 020 7498 5925 or email
customerservice@vitalstock.co.uk

15www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Talking Shop
Nick Price, FP Sports, Nantwich, Cheshire
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“We stock a full range of traditional
sportswear and equipment, everything from

darts through to treadmills”

RETAIL INTERVIEW

Nick Price runs FP Sports with two
full-time and three part-time staff,
stocking a range of traditional
sportswear and equipment.

Why did you decide to get into
sports retailing and how long have
you been doing it? 
I’ve been involved in semi-pro rugby
and sports for 30 years - both playing
and coaching - and always wanted to
get into sports retail. We’ve been
selling in a part-time capacity for three
years.

What kind of outlet is it and what
design factors were incorporated
into the store?
We stock a full range of traditional
sportswear and equipment, everything
from darts through to treadmills. We
tried to make the shop bright, airy and
clutter-free. Our customer service and
‘can do’ attitude are our best assets. 

As a relatively new outlet, how is FP
Sports placed to take advantage of
the local market sector?
We are in an excellent position to take
advantage of the local market, as the
nearest competition to us is a specialist
surf and skateboard shop. The next
nearest is over 10 miles away, are
multinational stores and don't have the
care of service that we can provide.

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you at the moment and
over the last year? 
Running shoes and rugby teamwear.

How has trade been in the last 12
months?
We’ve only been open since January
2006 and the business has only just
begun to grow.

What are your current best sellers? 
Running shoes.

What’s your area like for sports
retail - are there many competitors?
How do you compete?
There’s one specialist ski and surf shop
in the town, and JJB and Sports World
five miles away. Local people like the
friendly touch of FP Sports and the fact
that our staff know their subject. 

How do you think independents
could improve?
More specialisation.

Are there any current or future
marketing strategies you can 
talk about?
We have only really advertised in the
local press and it has worked really
well, as we have had a few editorial
editions, which helps.

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of any
buying groups?

We are members of STAG, but we
also get a lot of information from our
suppliers and off the internet.

How do you keep customers coming
back?
Customer service, quick delivery and
friendly faces.

What do you believe is the biggest
barrier to doing business?
Cash flow and the costs of running the
business without the staff, or stock,
and just the day-to-day bills like
Council Tax.

You have an internet arm. How 
long has that been going and 
what percentage of sales are
internet based?
The website was set up two years ago
and was our initial route to market.
The idea was to sell teamwear, but it
has snowballed from there and now

everything that we sell in the shop and
a few other items that are too big for
the store sell really well online.

We currently see about 30 per cent
of our sales go through this medium,
and we’re just about to invest in a
major overhaul of the site and expect
the sales to be 50 per cent of our total
turnover by Christmas.  

What do you like most and least
about the business?
Most - satisfied customers that 
send their friends or family to the 
shop because they are so pleased with
the service.

Least - not much really. Apart
from our bank and their business 
bank charges.

Are there any aspects of running a
retail outlet that you wish you'd
known about before opening?
Not really, I think we had 
everything covered - apart from the
odd repair bill - but these things are
inevitable and you can't prepare for
every eventuality. si

Below: Running
shoes are FP Sports’
current best-sellers
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Hot on the heels of supplying its swimming goggles to the
housemates on Channel 4’s Big Brother series, we catch up
with Aqua Sphere to find out the latest on the brand that is
making waves in the swim and triathlon markets. 

Can you tell us about Aqua Sphere's US heritage?
Aqua Sphere was launched in 1998 as a division of Aqua
Lung, the diving industry leader, to enhance the swim
experience and provide quality products to the 100 million-
plus recreational and fitness swimmers across the USA.    

The Aqua Sphere brand was specifically developed to
deliver premium quality swim equipment to the global swim
market and, ever evolving and bringing new products to market,
today we offer high quality masks, goggles, fins, snorkels,
thermal swimwear and tri wetsuits and have a brand-new range
of SS07 swimwear being launched at Leisure Industry Week. 

The brand’s focus on leading-edge innovation, quality and
reliable delivery has ensured that the Aqua Sphere name is
synonymous with reliable, high performance construction.

Tell us about your product ranges 
Aqua Sphere provides a full range of adult and kid’s goggles and
masks for all levels and types of swimmer that are suitable for
pool or open water. High quality accessories include zip fins,
kick boards, bags, caps, swim gloves and beach shoes. We also
offer quality adult Aqua Skins for winter and wetsuits for kids.

For the recreational snorkler, our Aquatics range offers a
full range of masks, fins and snorkels. Ideal for all the family,
the Aquatics product line offers both quality and value to
enhance the snorkeling experience, whilst giving retailers
great seasonal margins.    

This year we launched a new adult Tri-Wetsuit range,
which delivers exceptional quality for the price, and has been
really well received with great reviews across the media,
including national newspapers.    

Aqua Sphere-sponsored athlete, Christof Wandratsch, wore
his Aqua Sphere tri wetsuit when he achieved a new world
record in Ironman Austria this year. First out of the
water, Christof broke the swim time record,
completing the 3.8km swim in 41 minutes and
26 seconds, including the 100 metre run from
the water to the timing post. This is the
fastest swim time ever recorded in an
Ironman - making our Seal mask
and our new tri wetsuit the
fastest in the world.

Moving forward for
2007, our newest addition -
Performance Swimwear - is being unveiled
at LIW this September for retail next
spring/summer. This Italian-designed range
will offer the retailer a great chlorine resistant
performance option and is a superb extension
to our proven swim equipment range. It’s the
natural next move for us - to offer the
complete swimming equipment and
swimwear experience - and we are very
excited about how our brand is evolving.

Seconds
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Martin Newton, Sales & Marketing Manager,Aqua Sphere UK Ltd
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What's Aqua Sphere's USP?
Innovation, innovation, innovation - across everything we do.
We are best known for our crystal clear, easy to adjust, superbly
comfortable, watertight aquatic eyewear for all. And once a
swimmer tries Aqua Sphere goggles and compares them to
other brands, they are hooked.  The comfort and clarity of
vision is second to none and the price is very competitive. 

Do you also offer eye protection specifically for triathletes?
Aqua Sphere goggles and masks have been adopted as the ‘best
in class’ for both triathletes and Ironman competitors globally
since we launched the original Seal swim mask in Italy. 

Since then, Aqua Sphere has dominated aquatic eyewear
in open water swimming and we are continually pushing the
boundaries of innovation to offer quality swim equipment for
all levels of swimmer. This year we have secured high profile
race meets like Ironman UK and the Human Race Triathlon
series - and feedback from leading triathletes is superb.

A great open water goggle, our new Eagle goggle was the
first to offer easily interchangeable curved lenses -  clear and
tinted - which deliver a simple pop-out-and-swap action and
we were very proud that this product won ‘Best Designed
Sports Kit’ at the prestigious 2006 Sport Industry Awards. 

This award underlines the quality of our design
innovation, the integrity of our product construction and has
been another tremendous boost for our brand’s profile. 

Is it correct that you supply leading TV reality shows with
your goggles?
We supplied ITV’s ‘I’m a Celebrity, Get me Out of Here!’
and we also supplied the housemates of the latest series of
Channel 4’s Big Brother. I guess it’s an indication of Aqua
Sphere’s rising profile that even Bush Tucker Trial
participants can see the benefit of wearing our eye protection.    

Aqua Sphere: 01254 27 88 73. www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

http://www.aquasphereuk.co.uk


INTRODUCING NEW PUNCH ACTIVE ODOUR KILLER
Wearing shoes and trainers in warm weather is guaranteed to trigger
a high demand for a quick solution to shoe odour. Punch Active Odour
Killer is the latest innovation from the Punch Active range, a trusted
name in the care and upkeep of sports shoes and trainers.
This 150ml pump spray comes in high-impact silver packaging and
an easy display box. The non-aerosol formulation attacks odour-
causing bacteria to give a speedy, effective solution to shoe smells.
It doesn’t just make odour disappear, it kills it!

With 200,000 sweat glands in the average male foot and a hot
summer looming, new Punch Active Odour Killer is sure to walk

off the shelves and into the shopping baskets of trainer
wearers and mums of male teens seeking odour free

shoes.

Research by Punch Industries found that over 50%
of those surveyed preferred a spray to an insole

and had purchased a foot or shoe deodorant in the
past six months. With many consumers purchasing a

shoe deodorant product 5 to 6 times a year, the new Punch
Active Odour Killer has got the power to give your business a

boot in the right direction.

For further information, contact: 
our Sales Department on 01604 646426

http://www.pinchindustries.com
mailto:info@pinchindustries.com


FSPA MEMBER NEWS

Cricket Special
The Federation of Sports and Play Associations is gearing up for its cricket
stockrooms event

On Thursday, September 21 the FSPA will be hosting a
cricket stockrooms event for retailers and buyers in the
Midlands and north of England. 

The event will be held at Derby’s County Ground
between 10.30am and 4.30pm and visitors will also be able 
to enjoy the backdrop of the Country Championship game
between Derbyshire and Surrey. 

At the time of going to press, confirmed attendees
included Asics, Kippax, Millichamp and Hall, Mitre and
Newbery. For further details on the exhibiting brands and
directions to the event visit www.sportsandplay.com. 
on these pages are the latest news stories from some of the

exhibitors, who look forward to welcoming you to the
event to be staged in the Gateway Centre, Derby.

Any retailers or buyers wanting to attend can 
book by ringing Kate Costin on 02476

414999 ext 205, or email
kate@sportsandplay.com.

Alternatively, you 
can register on the day.  

Warne teams up with Mitre
Shane Warne, the Aussie spin legend, has recently signed a four-year
endorsement deal with Mitre. 

The partnership will see the greatest spin bowler of all time and the
oldest manufacturer of sports equipment team up to develop an innovative
collection of footwear, apparel and equipment. 

The Shane Warne signature range is suitable for cricketers of various
abilities and ages and will also incorporate a leisurewear collection. It
will roll out from the beginning of 2007 in the UK and from the summer
of 2006 internationally, including Australia. 

In addition to the development of product, Warne and Mitre are
committed to developing grass-roots activity that aims to increase
participation numbers amongst children and young adults. 

This joint initiative will bring a series of grass-roots spin-bowling
workshops to the UK and will provide young cricketers with the

opportunity to develop their spin bowling skills and techniques. 

Hoggard’s 200 test wickets achieved with ASICS GEL- 8 FOR
bowling shoes

To get to 200 test wickets, Matthew Hoggard needed a cricket shoe designed to withstand
his rigorous performance demands. With his ASICS GEL-8 FOR bowling shoes, Hoggard knows he is bowling in a shoe specifically designed

to cope with the harshness of the game through its combination of specific cricket features and proven ASICS technology.
As expected with an ASICS-designed shoe, it includes the latest cutting-edge performance shoe technology, including single density CmEVA for

extra stability and a PU plate system unique to ASICS that gives the shoe greater flexibility not found in normal stud plates. 
Like all leading ASICS shoes, the patented GEL cushioning system throughout the sole gives the player optimal shock absorption to minimise the

effects of long bowling spells. 
www.asics.co.uk 
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New range from Millichamp and Hall
Over the last decade, Millichamp and Hall has built an enviable international reputation for producing the
finest hand-crafted and bespoke cricket bats. This reputation has stemmed from the company’s technical
expertise, obsession with quality and attention to detail. Millichamp and Hall are proud to number
among its regular customers numerous leading Test and First Class cricketers, both past and present.

Based on feedback from its clients, Millichamp and Hall have, over the last year, completely
reviewed its product range and has been working hard with its designers and suppliers to improve
performance and increase quality.  

All bats have a new livery that is sleek, modern and crisp, a feel that reflects the quality of
the English willow used and the excellence of the master craftsmen who produced them.

In line with the new-style bats, the complementary soft goods (pads, gloves, etc) have
also been upgraded.

For further information and trade prices call 01823 327755 or email
info@millichampandhall.co.uk. A full-colour brochure can be viewed online at
www.millichampandhall.co.uk 

Federation’s ispo winter
wonderland
The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations is taking a British
group to the ispo winter show,
due to be held on February
4-7, 2007.  

The FSPA is
experienced in

coordinating British groups and has been doing so since the early nineties. UK Trade
and Investment has appointed the FSPA as the ‘Accredited Trade Association’ for ispo
winter 2007’, meaning companies can apply for grants through the Federation.    

ispo winter is the largest European sporting goods trade fair and is seen as the
springboard into Europe and beyond. Last year the show had over 60,000 trade
visitors, 60 per cent of which were from outside Germany, reflecting the
international status of the show. The event is becoming increasingly popular
and space is expected to sell out long before the turn of the year.  

By exhibiting with the British group you can benefit from a much greater
presence at the show. Furthermore, the Federation takes the hassle out of
exhibiting by booking space, arranging stand construction, supplying basic
furniture and supporting exhibitors before, during and after the event.

Companies may be eligible to receive an export grant of £1,800 towards
their exhibiting costs by applying through the FSPA; these grants are also
available to independent exhibitors. In 2006 the grant qualification rules
changed and full details of the eligibility criteria can be found in the exhibitor
prospectus that is available to download from www.sportsandplay.com

The cost of exhibiting with the FSPA is just £195 per square metre, plus a
management charge of £275 (plus VAT) for FSPA members and £425 (plus
VAT) for non-members.     

Space is limited and is expected to sell quickly, so exhibitors are advised
to book early by downloading an exhibitor prospectus from
www.sportsandplay.com and returning the application form with payment
as soon as possible. Alternatively, contact Jane Montgomery on 02476
414999 or by email (jane@sportsandplay.com) for further information.

Newbery’s UZI range is
a top seller
With history going back to the
turn of the 20th century,
Newbery bats and equipment
are growing in popularity and
can today be seen gracing

cricket grounds the world over. 
One of the leading Newbery product ranges combines

innovative concept with design origins. UZI was developed
from 20/20 cricket, but is now used extensively in all
formats of the game because of its playing performance,
feel and pick-up. 

The unique design allows for an enormous amount of
wood in the profile by reducing the length of the blade and
increasing the length of the handle, which results in a
standard length bat with superb feel. The Uzi increases a
player’s power and performance by combining an
enormous profile with the longer Fish-Fin handle, which
generates additional flex. 

You can view the entire Newbery range at
www.newbery.co.uk
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Can you give us some
background on the brand?
Gray-Nicolls celebrated its 150th
anniversary in 2005. Throughout the
company’s illustrious history, much
has remained the same. Gray-Nicolls
bats are still hand-made in
Robertsbridge by Sussex craftsmen -
most of whom have clocked up over
40 years service with the company. 

Unique to the industry, Gray-
Nicolls grows and harvests all its own
willow in a willow replenishment
programme pioneered over 50 years
ago. Still a family business, Gray-
Nicolls continues to develop its
unique record of product innovation
and remains the choice of many of the
world’s finest players.

Key features and benefits?
Gray-Nicolls introduced two new bats
into the range for 2007. 

The Fusion features ground-
breaking technology that takes cricket
bats to a new level. Fitted with a hi-tech,
ultra lightweight carbon handle, it boasts
the ultimate profile whilst eliminating
the extra weight of a traditional handle. 

It has thick edges and a huge sweet
spot, combined with a beautifully
balanced pick up that will give any
player unrivalled confidence.  

The Viper combines the heritage of
Gray-Nicolls with the present day
demands of the look and feel of a
cricket bat. Using the famous Gray
Nicolls scoops, the Viper is perfectly
balanced, giving a lightweight pick up
and enhancing shot making all round
the ground. 

The Viper has a fantastic look
that will appeal to the modern player.
New Fusion and Viper pads and gloves
have also been introduced to the range. 

Exciting advances have been made
to the footwear and clothing range. New
for 2007, the Ice and Lazer shoe
complement the specialist Pro Batting
and Pro Bowling boot. All the new
footwear has been developed working
alongside today’s Test players and aims
to give comfort and support for every
aspect of today’s game. 

The new Ice Clothing range
combines the latest breathable fabrics
with new airflow ventilation, which will

What’s Hot
Gray-Nicolls 2007 cricket range
Nick Wilton, Cricket Promotions Manager for Gray-Nicolls, talks us through the offering.

provide the player with optimum
comfort in any climate. 

The new Pro Duffle bag adds
versatility to the Gray-Nicolls holdall
range. It is designed specifically to hold
everything today’s cricketer carries
without taking up changing room space. 

Gray-Nicolls has also developed a
range of coaching aids and equipment
that is new for 2007.

Why has the range sold 
so well?
Cricket is experiencing a massive boom
and the outstanding achievements of
Gray-Nicolls’ leading players
throughout the summer, such as Andrew
Strauss, Alistair Cook, Mohammed
Yousuf and Upul Tharanga, has ensured
Gray-Nicolls has benefited from
excellent media coverage.  

This is bound to continue
throughout the approaching Ashes and
World Cup campaigns, where the Gray-
Nicolls worldwide team is sure to be
prominent. 

Gray-Nicolls’ record of innovation
is second to none, and this has been
maintained by incorporating feedback
from our international players when
developing the range.  With all our bats
being hand-made in Sussex, we can
ensure that only the highest quality
products pass the Gray-Nicolls test. 

Whoever chooses to buy a Gray-
Nicolls bat can be sure that
their bat will have

received the same care and attention as
those of our Test stars.

Who is it aimed at?
We are proud of the fact that we have
the widest range of cricket products to
satisfy the demands of cricketers of all
ages. Our aim is to help enhance the
performance of all cricketers at all
levels.

How is it marketed?
Gray-Nicolls is proud of its links with
the game of cricket at every level. Via
the retail trade, we create a strong impact
through our point of sale and in-store
material. 

We work closely with grass-roots
players, assisting them to progress
through products and support. We also
have our impressive Test player portfolio
that maintains outstanding brand profile
on the world stage. 

We back this up with a
comprehensive advertising campaign,
with product adverts placed in key
cricket publications throughout the year,
and our website, www.gray-nicolls.co.uk,
is a valuable marketing tool.
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Grey importsLegal, but frowned upon by manufacturers, grey importing is becoming a fact of life for
more retailers, reports Dave Howell
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GREY IMPORTS
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exclusive distribution arrangements for
their own-label goods.”

The grey economy, as it is often
called, is usually characterised by street-
corner vendors selling a wide range of
goods that have been imported into the
UK outside of established and controlled
channels. The legitimacy of the items is
of great concern to Trading Standards, as
well as the brands that are seeing their
market eroded by these sellers. Current
estimates say the grey market is worth
£1.63 billion a year.

The grey market has developed as
retailers have attempted to locate stock at
well below what is usually 
considered to be the market norm.
However, the brands themselves are 
also not without blame. 

The practice of linking parallel
importing with counterfeit goods has
instilled in the minds of consumers the
idea that any goods not obtained from
the brand’s preferred retail channel are in
some way not genuine, which is often
not the case. The Levi Strauss case
against Tesco some years ago is
testament to the power that some brands
have and their ability to use it.

Many retailers, especially in the
sportswear market, lament their inability
to get the stock levels they have asked
for. Independent retailers are particularly
susceptible to this and often go
elsewhere to ‘top up’ their stock of what
they believe will be that season’s best-
sellers. They are quite within their rights
to seek out alternative supplies, but it’s in
this scenario where grey importing and
counterfeit goods begin to rub shoulders.

Parallel importing is a way that
legitimate suppliers can get hold of more
stock to fulfil their order books. When
this happens there’s clearly a problem
with the manufacturer either not
allocating enough stock to its legitimate
suppliers in the various territories, or
pricing has reached such a level that
stock is needed no matter the margin.
This practice will continue to fuel the
grey market until the manufacturers
change their supply and pricing models.

Supermarkets are an example of
how the parallel import market may
develop. Unable to obtain the levels of
stock that it required, Asda looked to the
grey market to fulfil the company’s
requirements after manufacturers
refused to supply it, stating that they
didn’t feel Asda was a suitable outlet 
for their goods. 

Brand protection, once again, comes
into play here. In a memorandum
submitted to the UK Parliament’s Select
Committee on Trade and Industry, Asda
said: ‘In those cases where Asda has
been refused supplies through authorised
channels, it has tried to obtain products
from the grey market.’However, the

company did accept that one ‘problem
in sourcing from the grey market’was
‘ensuring that the goods are genuine’.

Retail management
From a retailer’s perspective, the move
to parallel imports may be little more
than a commercial decision. Not 
having the items that your customers
are asking for is commercial suicide
in what is already a highly 
competitive market.

“Retailers will continue to use
international price comparisons as the
basis for their negotiations and will use
the threat and reality of parallel trading
in goods if their price demands are not
met,” says John Noble. 

“However, if they import grey
goods, they will be aware that brand
owners do have a legitimate sanction
against them. This sanction is there to
safeguard European manufacturing
and consumers in terms of ensuring
the products made available to them
are as they would expect in terms of
formulation and quality and label
languages are comprehensible, as well
as the originator/creator of the goods
in question.”

Whether you decide to stock
parallel imports will be a business
decision you will have to make based
on your knowledge of the market you
are trading in and your relationship
with your suppliers. As we have
already seen, you can open yourself to
illegitimate goods that are not
sanctioned by the brand owner - and
they could even be counterfeit. Thus,
you must check the credentials of the
supplier very carefully. 

Diligence is important if you
decide to step outside of your usual
supplier channels. Counterfeit goods,
according to the Anti-Counterfeiting
Group, account for 11 per cent of the
clothing and footwear business. It’s
easy to see how fake goods could find
their way into a parallel importing
channel you’re considering.

Talk to your local Trading
Standards, who can advise you of the
organisations to be aware of and what
the current level of counterfeit trading
is. Generally speaking, if you think
that the deal you are being offered on a
consignment looks too good to be true,
it almost certainly is.  

Says Anthea Davies, Lead
Officer for Fair Trading at the Trading
Standards Institute: "As a retailer, it is
most important to source goods from a
reputable supplier with assurances as
to their authenticity and quality. 

“Counterfeit goods may turn out
to be inferior in quality and
performance, even if they look
convincing at first sight, and items

Contrary to popular belief, grey or
parallel importing is not illegal. 

Often confused with counterfeit
goods, parallel importing of a wide
range of goods is growing as retailers
look for ways of increasing their
margins and locating stock that their
usual suppliers can’t sell to them at the
margins they are looking for. 

Generally speaking, an item is
termed a parallel import if it is
imported from outside of the EU.
Often, the importing is done by third-
party businesses that are outside of the
usual distribution channels. Brand
owners try to suppress these imports
for obvious reasons, but the trend is for
grey imports to become commonplace
over the next few years.

Brand bashing
Parallel importing regularly hits the
headlines as the UK’s supermarkets
attempt to undercut their rivals and
obtain a foothold in what can be very
lucrative markets such as sportswear.
Owners are clearly concerned about the
erosion they see in their brand’s
perception, as well as their earning
potential in any given market, as John
Noble, director of The British Brands
Group explains: 

“In the case of grey importing,
brand manufacturers are likely to resist
such trade where there are significant
differences in product formulation,
packaging, promotions, product support
and possibly price - eg, where a market
overseas is being developed or where
there is a price war. 

“Another area where brand
manufacturers will wish to resist grey
trade is in those instances where
they have exclusive or selective
distribution agreements in place. Such
agreements are perfectly legitimate
and encourage competition -
supermarkets, for example, have

Above: Counterfeit
goods account for 
11 per cent of the
clothing and footwear
business

Right: An item is
termed a parallel
import if it is imported
from outside of the EU

Bottom Right:
Current estimates 
say the grey market
is worth £1.63 
billion a year



such as sports shoes may not provide
the necessary support and protection
afforded by the genuine article.”

Customer demand
Your customers, of course, are all too
aware of the price differential between
countries. The internet has shown them
that they can buy direct from
manufacturers if they want to. 

But for you as a retailer this price
awareness has made your suppliers
think hard about the goods they supply
to you and the price they charge.
Often, the trade discounts you will
receive are set by the manufacturer, 
but in a world of cheap counterfeits
and the ability to buy genuine items at
below high street prices online, the
future may see more aggressive 
pricing to counter the increase in
parallel imports.

Parallel imports are not going to
disappear from the market place. The
pricing differential that exists across
the territories that a brand
manufacturer sells into will ensure they
remain alive and well. With large
organisations like the supermarkets not
being able to force a shift in how
branded goods are imported and sold,
it looks unlikely that we’ll see the
discounts you get on your stock orders
moving much in your favour.

No retailer likes to be forced to
look outside of their usual supply
channels, but the commercial
imperative to stock what your
customers demand, and be able to 
sell them those items at competitive
prices, will make parallel channels a

Clearly, you must protect your
business from counterfeit goods, which
will do it more than commercial harm
in the market place, but also be careful
of VAT fraud, which some suppliers
may well link your business to. 

It’s all too easy to say yes to a
shipment of goods that are at the right
price, but take your time to vet the
supplier. Ask for expert help and 
only then accept the goods. Don’t
forget, in the eyes of the law 
ignorance is no defence. si

part of every retailer’s supply chain in
the near future.

Parallel importing is now a fact of
life for many businesses. Even
companies who form part of a brand’s
legitimate supply chain are using
parallel importing themselves to obtain
the stock levels they need. Until the
manufacturers change their territory
pricing strategy to create more of a
level playing field, you as a retailer
will continue to be offered parallel
imported goods.
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Grandstand can be seen as further
evidence of the re-emergence of darts
as a participation sport.

Live coverage
“There is no better marketing tool for
a company than having its product
placed at a major sporting world
championship such as Lakeside or the
Masters, both of which are televised
live by the BBC and shown in over 70
countries worldwide,” says Pringle.

“Television coverage has an
immediate and massive impact on
short-term and long-term sales
prospects. The 2006 Lakeside World
Championships, covered by
Grandstand, saw the final alone
attracting some 4.2 million viewers in
the UK.” 

That’s no small beer, and the
continuing emergence of new faces
and new champions also keeps
interest in the sport high.

Mike Clifford, owner of DataDart,
would like to see more terrestrial
channels showing an interest,
however. “It would be so different if

Darts develops hand/eye coordination, patience, motor control,
sportsmanship and is extremely relaxing - and it’s still gunning for status as
an Olympic sport. Catherine Eade reports

Tip of 
the iceberg

IN SEASON DARTS

While not quite at the level of the
extraordinary popularity of the
heady days of the eighties, darts
coverage is still big enough to retain
interest in the sport, believe those in
the industry. 

“Oh yes, interest in the sport has
never been higher, with a wealth of TV
coverage on both terrestrial and satellite
channels helping to fuel interest,” says
Harrows managing director Robert
Pringle. “With TV darts spread
throughout the entire year the exposure
is sufficient to create continual interest,
but not too much to overdo it.”

Winmau group marketing manager
Simon Hall adds: “There are some
15,000 Super League players who are
registered members of the British Darts
Organisation. This number has grown
in recent years for the BDO and last
year was no different, showing around
a six per cent increase in members
from the 2005–2006 season.”

The healthy increase in audiences
that watch the likes of the Lakeside
World Championships and the
Winmau World Masters on

darts featured more on terrestrial TV,”
he says. “When you put Wimbledon
on the BBC everyone goes out and
plays tennis. If it was just on Sky this
wouldn’t happen, and the same is true
of darts. But it has to be said that Sky
Sports are doing a great job.”

New faces such as the young
Dutch superstar Jelle Klaasen, who
beat Raymond Van Barneveld in the
2006 Lakeside World Championship
Final, have also boosted the
participation levels of darts globally.

UK talent
And there are strong structures in
place to keep new UK talent coming
through, those in the industry believe.
As Pringle says, the BDO has a solid
grass-roots foundation and county
structure, which helps to develop
interest in the sport, and the BDO
itself runs its own World
Championships alongside the
Professional Darts Corporation’s own
World Championships. 

Pringle believes darts exposure
has helped to increase interest
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amongst junior players of both sexes.
“With upwards of six million people
playing for fun, possibly 30 per cent
of those are juniors,” he says.

“The BDO actively run and
promote a strong youth participation
policy and this can be seen in the
qualification for the Winmau World
Masters - the most prestigious youth
event on the darting calendar’ where
the young up and coming players get
to play on the same stage as their
darting heroes,” says Simon Hall.

Club membership numbers are
hard to pin down, but the BDO
estimates that there are some two
million members who play regularly
at a competitive organised level, with
anything up to eight million social or
recreational players in homes up and
down the UK. 

With six-times Ladies World
Champion Trina Gulliver heading up
the female darts drive, female players
clearly represent a growing proportion
of dart players. Pringle estimates that
at county darts level the ratio of men
to women is probably 10 to one, while
in the general population of people
playing recreationally the figure is
nearer 75 per cent men to 25 per cent
women. As for the age of players, it is
estimated that up to 40 per cent of
darts players in the UK are under the
age of 35.

Opportunities
Mike Clifford also believes that there
are a lot more women and children
playing darts - if not necessarily in the
UK. “In other countries the
opportunities for children playing
darts are huge,” he says. “In Holland,
Germany and Japan the uptake of the
sport at junior level is huge, but in
Britain the focus is still on darts in the
pub and UK licensing laws mean its
harder for children to be catered for.”

In terms of sales, all three
manufacturers report a good twelve
months. 

“This has been an excellent year
for us with increases in market share
in both the domestic and international
arenas,” says Pringle. New products
this season include the Electro 180, an
Electronic family dart game which
recreates true darts sport action. 

Says Pringle: “The soft-tip darts are
more ‘people’ and ‘furniture-friendly’
than traditional Steeltip darts. We also
have two new flight ranges - Triad and
Marathon Gold - and the radical new
Graflite shaft, which features weight
reduction zones to move the centre of
gravity of the dart forwards, thereby
improving trajectory.”

Winmau, too, has no complaints
about trading in recent months. “We

made excellent progress over the last
year through our focus on better
products, better value and better
styling,” says Hall. 

“Our darts business has continued
its strong performance through
innovation from the likes of the latest
Winmau Blade III. We are very
pleased with the customer response
and will continue our structured
development programme. New
products coming up include an
exclusive Bullseye range with 14
products, a digitally printed exclusive
Budweiser range and new Andy
Fordham products, all in the new
2007 Winmau brochure.” 

Mike Clifford, meanwhile,
confirms that DataDart also had an
“excellent” year, with new products
including a Raymond Van Barneveld
range of darts. “Raymond is going to
have a good year,” promises Clifford.

Bright future
Darts may have come out of the pub,
but as UK darts player Andy Fordham
famously once said, “You can’t take
the pub out of darts”. Perhaps the 
non-smoking, non-drinking Dutchman
Jelle Klaasen will be a future
ambassador for a sport that is still
struggling for the recognition it
craves. 

Whatever happens, with the
continued commitment to coverage of
darts on both terrestrial and satellite
television, and the BDO initiative to
get darts classed as an Olympic sport,
it is sure to be in the news for some
time to come.

Mike Clifford brings a note of
realism to the Olympic issue,
however. “I’d say yes in theory but
only if the image is right,” he says.
“There are a lot of players out there
who are very marketable - but there
are a lot of others who are not.”

BEST-SELLERS

Winmau
Blade III
Pro SFB
Touchpad scorer
Vendetta military grade 80%
Tungsten darts
Cyclone 90% revolutionary
moving point darts
Andy Fordham range
Dartboard surrounds
Budweiser deluxe cabinets
Arrowhead Flights

Harrow
Says Robert Pringle: “Our Assassin
80% Tungsten range is the world's
most popular series of Tungsten
darts and the legendary Dimplex
flights range continues to
dominate this sector of the
market.”

DataDart
“Tungsten darts, Jockey Wilson
darts - although he retired eight
years ago people still want those
darts and they’re still talking
about Jockey Wilson,”
says Mike Clifford.

RETAIL TIPS 
The secret to selling a
profitable level of
darts equipment is to
stock a broad range
of price points.
Packaging, effective
displays and
promotional
giveaways are useful
tools for selling.

Selling arrows to
someone serious
about their darts
means giving them
the opportunity to
feel the weight and
try them out on a
board if possible. The

grip is the most
important element for
customers to try out,
and where the
customer holds the
dart will affect which
type of grip is best
for the buyer. The
heavier the dart the
harder the throw has
to be and the type of
throw will also impact
the result - front-
weighted darts are
better for players
who ‘lob’ darts, while
centre-weighted or
evenly weighted darts

are better for players
who throw straight or
in an arc.

Beginners need
larger flights to give
more stability, while
experts choose
smaller ones. The best
advice to give a
customer new to the
game? Experts
recommend not
buying an expensive
set of darts to start
with. Sets costing
between £10 and £20
provide a perfectly
good start.

“it is estimated that up to 40 per cent of darts
players in the UK are under the age of 35”

si
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The Electro 180 Electronic Softip Dart Game
The ‘people’ and ‘furniture-friendly’ electronic dart game for one-eight
players or teams, the Electro 180 Electronic Softip Dart Game, is
programmed with 21 popular games, with more than 136 variations,
including darts handicap programming, for players of all ages and
abilities. Choose from 301-1001, shoot-out, round-the-clock, count-up,
high-score, overs and unders, cricket and many more. 

Bonus features include automatic scoring, sound effects (optional),
automatic turn-off,
with memory
function and alarm
clock. The game
comes complete
with six ‘Silver
Arrow’-style darts
and 30 extra tips.

As Eric Bristow,
the five times
World Champion,
says: "This is a
great all-round
family product and
is an ideal gift at
Christmas or any
time of the year.”

Harrows:
01992 300300.
sales@harrows-darts.com.
www.harrows-darts.com 

Sexy Darts
There is no question that
Harrows manufacturers
Sexy Darts - and this is
celebrated with the launch
of a new refreshing poster
to brighten up any darts
department.

Harrows is the world
number one in product
promotion and innovative
marketing. The company
offers four other stunning
A2 posters, which are
available in standard and
laminated versions.

In addition, Harrows’
unique Modular

Merchandisers make a superb retail statement and assist in creating a truly
professional image. 

The company offers different merchandisers according to the specific
needs of individual retailers. These are available free of charge with
stocking orders.

Harrows: 01992 300300. sales@harrows-darts.com. 
www.harrows-darts.com 

Darts
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KooGaThermoSkin
KooGa Rugby, Europe’s leading rugby brand, has launched the next
generation of apparel designed specifically for rugby players - a range of
compression clothing called KooGaThermoSkin.

The range of ultra-tight fit items has been designed as an aid that boosts
athletic performance during sport and encourages fast recovery afterwards.
KooGaThermoSkin reduces muscular oscillation, promotes faster blood circulation,
improves muscular recovery time and also regulates body temperature.

Teamwear
Teamwear is a new range of technical rugby apparel and equipment for
2006/07 from KooGa rugby. The range is available for teams at all levels, so
whether they play junior rugby or national division standard, clubs can now
gain access to the same designs, products and quality that KooGa’s
professional partners enjoy.

The items include; jackets, tracksuits, match shirts, shorts, rain and sub
suits and everything else modern rugby clubs need to look and feel the part.
KooGa Rugby Ltd: 08708 454 544. www.kooga-rugby.com

Rugby

IN SEASON RUGBY
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IN SEASON FOOTBALL

FEATURES INCLUDE:

■ Bio-Panel

■ Washable kangaroo upper

■ Asymmetric lacing

■ Flip over tongue (featuring kangaroo
pocket for the laces)

■ Outsole is a multi-cleated system for
maximum traction and comfort

Mizuno: 0800 3280180.

www.mizunoeurope.com

Wave Shinken
The Wave Shinken features a ‘Bio-Panel’ that offers the player improved
and greater ball traction and control.

Umbro X Ball
Umbro’s X Ball (RRP £60), which is used by the England national team in all home games, is the first ball to be

launched by the company as part of its new status as Official England Matchball Supplier.
Designed to the highest standards, it has earned the FIFA Approved stamp of quality. Umbro’s team

of specialist ball designers have spent 18 months developing and testing the X Ball, using their
experience of working with some of the world’s leading clubs and national teams to

produce one of the most technically advanced balls on the market.
Numerous England and Premiership players have been involved in testing the

X Ball through various stages of development. It has a Microfibre
outer construction, giving a softer feel for players; balanced

four-way linings, providing greater power and shape
retention; and an external material finish for improved

and controlled aerodynamic performance.
The X Ball also features a high-elasticity super

latex bladder, five-ply elastic thread and is
constructed for the optimum playing weight 

of 425g-435g. 
www.umbro.com

http://www.mizunoeurope.com
http://www.umbro.com
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Rucanor Teamwear
Rucanor Sports has launched a new 
collection of teamsports apparel and
equipment especially designed for the 
football and volleyball markets.

The new football range consists of
three main collections. The entry price
point ‘Competition’ range consists of
both long and short-sleeve indoor
and outdoor shirts and a selection
of shorts, tracksuits, windbreakers,
coaching jackets and football socks.

The ‘Performance’ and
‘Excellent’ collection include a full
selection of kit that incorporates
cooldry technology, which transfers
body moisture into evaporation.

As an introductory offer to all
Sports Insight readers, Rucanor
Sports is offering its ‘Christopher’
Competition tracksuit, which is
100 per cent PE Peach Microfibre
and has a full single jersey lining,
at a special net price of £14 for
juniors and £15 for adults. The
Christopher tracksuit is available
in four colour combinations.
Please quote Sports Insight 
when ordering.
Hotline number: 0845 230 0147.
Hotline fax: 0845 230 0148. Email:
uk@rucanor.com

Mitre Vortex Pro
The Vortex Pro (£79.99 RRP) is Mitre’s new boot for the
2006/2007 football season.

The one-piece upper boasts waterproof vents and has a small
low-cut chassis, making it one of the lightest boots on the market.
The Vortex Pro also features asymmetric micro lacing and a
‘breather’ tongue.

The external heel unit is made from Thermal Plastic Urethane
(TPU) for extra stability and a shock impact sole

gives excellent foot-to-ground comfort.
Mitre: 020 8970 2866.

www.mitre.com

Hummel football boots
Hummel’s range of 2006 football boots are currently available, while its
2007 boot range is available from February 2007.

The company is the technical sponsor of four professional football
teams in the UK - Barnet, Dundee United, Hearts and Aston Villa. It is
also the Technical Footwear Sponsor of Aston Villa, endorses Charlton
and Denmark international Dennis Rommedahl and is the Technical
Sponsor of the Tibet national team, whose replica shirt is available
from October 2006.
For more information call 0208 275 1170 or email kba@hummel.dk

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:uk@rucanor.com
http://www.mitre.com
mailto:kba@hummel.dk
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INSEASON CRICKET

Designed for the player looking for a
technical yet stylish lightweight
product, which offers support, comfort
and performance at any level of the
game, the ICE shoe has been tested
and developed by international
cricketers who need a shoe that
performs as well as it looks.

The Pro Duffle is a uniquely
designed cricket bag that can
hold all cricket equipment. It
features a stand up base,
saving plenty of space in the
dressing room. Features
include a unique internal side
pocket design, separate bat
pocket and padded backpack-style
carry straps.
Gray-Nicolls: 01580 880357.
sales@gray-int.co.uk

Mitre SKW glove
Mitre has worked closely with new endorsee Shane Warne to bring

you a stylish, high quality, value for money range of cricket equipment,
apparel and footwear suitable for players of all ages and abilities. 
The SKW glove is made from calf leather and boasts a super permasoft

palm. The padding on the glove is made from super-thick plastozate and high
density foam. It has three split fingers, a soft feel padded back palm for super comfort and has

moulded fibre in the leading finger of the leading hand. Rapid Perspiration Absorption technology means that
special absorbent materials allow maximum and quick absorption of sweat. 

Email bleach@pentland.com or call 020 8970 2866 for more information.

Ultimate professional level cricket shoe

Cricket

mailto:sales@gray-int.co.uk
mailto:bleach@pentland.com


Crazy Catch - the ultimate rebound net 
Crazy Catch is a fun way to improve key basic motor skills at all levels - from high-level sportsmen and women to creating fun opportunities for the
whole family at home.

Crazy Catch has a double-sided net and can be used for standard throwing and catching as well as improving a person’s reaction ability. It measures
one metre by 1.25 metres, is extremely tough and is designed for both indoor and outdoor use, making it an all-weather product. And it’s light and easy
to set up (it takes seconds), put away and store.

The product has been on the UK market - mainly in the cricket sector - for the last five years. Flicx UK, the company that brought the Portable
Cricket Pitch to cricket fields, has recently signed up the distributorship for both the UK and Australia.

For further information contact Richard Beghin, managing director, on 07900 883630 or 01295 816765. Alternatively, visit www.flicx.com/www
crazycatch.co.uk

Putting a new spin on cricket
sweaters
Teflon-treated cricket sweaters are the latest
advance for cricketers, because the Teflon
treatment means that the sweaters are water-
repellent and stain-resistant.

Ian Pollard of Balmoral says: “Our Teflon-
treated cricket sweaters are not just much better
technically than traditional sweaters, but also
lighter weight and hardwearing. We see them as
a real improvement.”

The minimum order is just six per style per
colourway, with two per size, and Balmoral can
source almost any colour. It has access to a yarn
library of over 1,000 shades for striping in the
wool-blend used.

Other yarns are also available: 100 per cent
Merino Wool and 100 per cent acrylic. All are
made in Balmoral’s own factory in Scotland.

For enquiries contact Ian Pollard or Mike
Carden on 01900 829 229 or email
info@balmoralsales.co.uk

Cricket Coaching mat
The Cricket Coaching mat continues to impress
all those that use it.

It has been a central feature of the coaching
at Illingworth CC in Yorkshire, which is a Cricket
Foundation ‘Chance to Shine’ Club. Club
coaches have used it to deliver high quality
cricket lessons in local primary and secondary
schools. One-to-one, small group and whole-
class coaching has taken place, followed by
inter-class and inter-school cricket festivals. 

At Holy Trinity Senior School it has been use
to coach the full range of abilities and was also
part of the pre-match entertainment at Old
Trafford at the recent 20/20 game v Notts.
For more details call 01422 244818, email
d.cooper20@ntlworld.com or visit
www.cricketcoachingmats.com

Club Colours cricket sweaters
Club Colours has always been a family-run, privately
owned business. It was originally established in
1879, and the founder's great grandson is still
involved with the business on a daily basis.

Club Colours has gained its reputation through
being the largest mail order supplier of cricket
sweaters in the world. Over the years, however, the
demand from satisfied clubs for Club Colours to
supply many other items apart from cricket sweaters
has resulted in the range of products being increased
to include leisure sweaters, caps, ties, blazers, flags,
shirts, badges, sweatshirts, t-shirts and umbrellas.
For more information call 01449 723346 or email
sales@clubcolours.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz
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By combining the knowledge of Mitre and Shane Warne, there was
only one outcome, an amazing collection of cricket equipment....

Howzat!
for equipment

Mitre has worked closely with
new endorsee Shane Warne to
bring you a stylish, high quality,
value for money range of cricket
equipment, apparel and footwear
suitable for players of all ages and
abilities.

From the Pro range, as worn by
Shane himself, to a comprehensive
collection of equipment for Club
players, this excellent collection is
the result of the combined expertise
of the oldest sports manufacturer in
the UK and arguably the greatest
spin bowler of all time.  

Our top of the range shoe, the
Zooter, boasts FST (Foot Stability
Technology) which is designed to

support the foot perfectly, therefore
enhancing movement, stability and
comfort. It wraps from front round to
back & sides to give a really secure
fit. Other key features include a
lightweight and breathable upper
offering the very best comfort for
long hours of play and a tough
protective wall that will reduce
strains and pressure on the foot and
ankle. A supple overlay enhances the
FST whilst allowing the breathable
upper to continue performing.  A
phylon outsole contains further
technical features that ensure
unbelievable stability and control. 

This SKW Pro leg-guard is made
from thick and strong super meri
skin PU. It boasts seven padded
bars with thick canes on the
front and light-weight thick
nitlone foam behind the
canes. The in-step is made
from real calf leather and
the top hat superior
leather coloured PU. The
back of the pad boasts
high density nitlone foam
in three sections: 20mm
thick high density foam
forms a pre-shaped shin
bolster and moulded fibre
shin and knee pads offer
extra protection and superb
fit.  The middle and lower
straps are 2 inches wide, soft,
padded and offer embossed
Velcro tabs. 

The SKW glove is made
from calf leather and boasts a
super permasoft palm. The
padding on the glove is made
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from super thick plastozate and high
density foam. It has three split
fingers, a soft feel padded back palm
for super comfort, and has moulded
fibre in the leading finger of the
leading hand. Rapid Perspiration
Absorption technology means that
special absorbent materials allow
maximum and speedy absorption of
sweat. 

The entire range features Shane’s
signature logo – SKW23 - which we
developed in collaboration with him.  
E-mail bleach@pentland.com for
more information on the collection. 

mailto:bleach@pentland.com
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Peter Nicol,
one of the most

successful squash
players of all-time and

a Prince team member for
more than 14 years, brought

his illustrious career to an end
after the Al Ahram World Open in
Egypt this month.

The Englishman, winner of more
than 50 major international crowns,
boasted 60 months at the top of the
world rankings and played his last
tournament on home soil at the
Mamut English Open in August,
where he was knocked out in the
semi-final by rising young French star
Gregory Gaultier.

"I have had a wonderful career in
squash and have largely achieved all
the goals I set myself,” said Nicol at a
special reception hosted in his honour
in London recently. 

Sports Insight caught up with the
man those in the sport call ‘The Boss’
just before he travelled to Egypt for
his farewell competitive tournament.

Sports Insight: How does it feel to
announce your retirement after so
many years at the top of your
game? Have you any regrets about
this decision?

Peter Nicol: Initially, I was really
happy to be retiring and really looking
forward to my next challenge. Slowly,
though, it has dawned on me the

INSEASON RACQUET
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Catherine Eade talks to
Peter Nicol, winner of
more than 50
international squash
titles, before his final
competitive tournament

King of the court

“Squash has over a
million regular players,
but most of them
would probably not
recognise me”

continued on page 44
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reality of not playing anymore. Squash
has been my life not only since I
turned professional, but from around
the age of 13. I will certainly need
time to adjust, but I’ve no regrets. I’ve
loved playing squash and travelling the
world, but I know it is time to stop. 

SI: How do you think your success
affected UK squash as a whole?
PN: Hopefully, my success has
inspired people to play the sport. With
limited media coverage, it has been
hard to reach people other than squash
players, but this is something I will be
working on in the future with my
company, Eventis Sports Marketing. 

Whilst playing I focused almost
solely on competing and did not really
get involved in promoting the game
other than when asked occasionally. I
believe I can really help now that I am
retired and have the time and energy.

SI: Does public interest in the sport
depend on the success of high
profile players?
PN: Squash has over a million regular
players, but most of them would
probably not recognise me. It is
important to get the professional
players into the public spotlight. The
LTA, by paying for Andy Murray’s

coach, have done the right thing. If he
succeeds, tennis in the UK will bloom.
We in squash have to do the same
thing, albeit on a smaller scale. 

SI: Are the structures in place for
enough new players to keep entering
the game for UK medal success?
Should there be more coverage than
there is?
PN: The World Class Performance Plan
run by England Squash has been a
resounding success and continues to give
the support needed to create top-class
athletes. I will be involved with this
programme going forward, working
mostly with the younger players.

SI: What do you think about funding
for UK sports and squash in
particular? Is squash funding large
enough to ensure success at the
London Olympics?
PN: We are, unfortunately, not involved
in the London Olympics. I presume this
will affect our funding as a sport, but
hopefully, due to our outstanding success,
only in a small way.

SI: How long have you been using
Prince racquets? What racquet
technologies over the years proved to
be the most important for you?

PN: I have been using Prince racquets
since I turned professional in 1992.
Over the years Prince have led the
way with revolutionary new designs.
During my time the introduction of

the Power Ring and more recently the
O3 technology have been the most
important advances for my game.

SI: How old were you when you
started playing squash and why did
you choose this particular sport?
PN: I started playing squash when the
tennis club I played at opened some
courts. In the winter I would play
squash and in the summer tennis.
Slowly, over a few years, squash ended
up eating into the tennis season, until I
was only playing maybe a couple of
months of tennis a year. 

The reason I played so much
squash was because I truly loved
playing the game. The thing that makes
me smile is that I still do.

SI: Can you tell us about your use of
‘parametric training’ and how it
changed the way you trained?
PN: The biggest change in my training
came this year. In January, after a long

and arduous tour at the back-end of
2005, I was really struggling physically.
I was seriously thinking of ending my
career then. 

I started using Power Plate, a
machine recommended by a friend
and trainer called Lars Harms. After a
few sessions on this vibrating plate
my body came alive. The aches had
gone and I felt able to train at full tilt
again. Two months later I won two
gold medals in Melbourne, which I
put down to my introduction to 
Power Plate.

SI: In what ways will you remain
involved with squash - or are you

having a complete break? Are there
any other sports you are involved in or
that you may try your hand at now?
PN: I’ll always be involved with
squash. But now I look forward to
being involved in many other ventures
as well, away from the game. Also, I
want to play more tennis, golf and, of
course, football, ideally with my friends
- and, importantly, just for fun.

SI: What other ventures will you be
spending time on?
PN: I will be working more on Eventis,
I am setting up a studio incorporating
Power Plate in central London, I have a
company set up to help younger players
achieve their potential at the highest
level through offering funding and
advice and I will be working with
England Squash in their WCPP.

SI: How did your squash coaching
CD come about?
PN: The coaching CD came about when
I saw a Jansher Khan video for sale
about four years after his retirement. 

It seemed strange for there not to be
anything more recent using newer
technologies. So, working with a
company called Quintec, I developed a
CD to help squash players who were
serious about improving.

SI: As a self-confessed ‘competitive
animal’, how will you keep that fire
going within you when you’ve retired
from the competitive arena?
PN: I want to transfer the desire to win
into my business ventures. As I said
earlier, I want sport to be my fun, my
relaxing from now on. I am passionate
about the projects I'm working on now
and want them to succeed. That's where
my energies are going now.

INSEASON RACQUET

si

“I have had a wonderful career in squash and
have largely achieved all the goals I set myself”
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HIT YOUR BEST SHOTS.
MORE OFTEN.

INTRODUCING AN ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGH

FROM PRINCE. By replacing traditional pin-sized string

holes with giant O-ports, our driven and never-satisfied

engineers reinvented the squash racquet again — creating

a super aerodynamic frame with a more responsive stringbed.

This increases the sweet spot by up to 54% which means you

hit your best shots more often. What’s truly impressive is that

we did it all without enlarging the racquet head, increasing its

length, or adding weight. So it’s easy to manoeuvre and quicker

through the air. Available in two models: 03 Silver for greater

power and accuracy and the 03 Tour for ultimate control and

responsiveness. Stop trying to hit a Sweet Spot. Start hitting

a Sweet Zone. princesquash.com/03.

03 Tour
played by 

Peter Nicol
and Nicol David

03 Silver

03 Tour

for further information please contact Solosport on 01539 622322

http://www.princesquash.com/O3
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Dunlop Roland 
Garros range
At the forefront of
Dunlop’s Roland
Garros collection are

The French Open,
Racing, Slam and

Club Lite racquets,
which have been

designed and developed
with clay court participation in

mind. The adult models feature Dunlop’s
premium quality and its high-end Hot Melt
graphite construction.

The French Open racquet offers even the
most advanced players exceptional touch and
control for the ultimate in precision shot making,
while the Racing racquet has a slightly larger head
for more power.

The Club Lite incorporates a fine balance of
power and control and the Slam is ideal for club
players looking for a comfortable racquet with
exceptional touch and feel. 

Supplementing the range are five junior racquets.
Dunlop: 01924 880000.

GEL-Resolution: the high-tech tennis shoe
The GEL-Resolution is a top-level tennis shoe for the professional player who
requires the ultimate in comfort and technology. In spring/summer 2007 it
will be launched as a men’s version of ASICS’ ground-breaking new product. 

At the ASICS Research Institute of Sports Science in Kobe, Japan
meticulous research was conducted into the special movements that a tennis
player makes during a match. Special emphasis was placed on strokes and
side steps involving heavy strain on the player’s feet. The tooling of the GEL-
Resolution is constructed in such a way that it optimally supports and
protects the player while giving him all the freedom of movement he needs. 

The GEL-Resolution is light, supportive and extremely comfortable.
Thanks to its innovative, tennis-specific IGS system, the shoe offers great
traction, flexibility and cushioning. 

The slightly thinner midsole results in a lower point of gravity, which in
turn offers even greater stability. Thanks to the use of Solyte

midsole material, the excellent cushioning properties stay intact.
The shoe also offers exceptionally good torsional and lateral

support in a light shoe. This facilitates extreme movements
and changes of direction, and helps the player to return

quickly to the centre of the court. 
Available in Azurri/Liquid

Silver/Strawberry colour, the eye-catching
GEL-Resolution is stable, extremely

supportive and provides a natural ride in all
tennis situations.

For more information contact ASICS’ sales office on 01925 243360.

Prince O3 Squash 
The overwhelming success of the brand's O3 tennis racquets resulted in
Prince launching O3 Squash earlier this year.  

England's former world number one Peter Nicol, a Prince
ambassador for more than 14 years, switched to a prototype of the
new racquet last summer - and went on to win two major titles with
the O3 Tour.

"The new racquet represents, without doubt, a significant new
development by Prince," explains Nicol, a double Commonwealth Games
gold medallist. "The sweetspot is huge and the added power off the wall
pays huge dividends."

There are two racquets in the new series - the O3 Tour PowerRing
and O3 Silver Extender.   

The O3-engineered racquets provide a large sweetspot in a
manoeuvrable and aerodynamic frame. Prince re-engineered traditional
pin-sized string holes into giant O-Ports, providing total string freedom
for a livelier response across the entire string bed.

The range is further complemented with two racquets constructed
using More technology - the M+Light and M+Pro. There are further
racquets in the range at key price points with notable technical features.
For further information contact Solosport on 01539 622322.

Racquet Sports
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Hg80 - the revolutionary new range from Mueller 
No sweat, no fungus, no slip, no neoprene - what you don’t get with this range
is as impressive as what you do get.

Living up to the accolade of the world number one sports medicine
company, Mueller has launched Hg80, a ground-breaking sports support range.
Inner sleeves are made from Hydracinn™, a Mueller-exclusive fabric that is latex
and neoprene-free, making it truly hypo-
allergenic.

Hydracinn™ also wicks moisture
away so effectively that it causes no sweat
- a must with close-fitting supports.
AEGIS™, a revolutionary antimicrobial
barrier, is then permanently bonded on to
protect against odour-causing bacteria and
fungus. Inner grip strips hold the braces in
place and prevent slipping. Each piece
comes in a protective mesh laundry bag to
protect other items from hook and loop
straps in the washing machine. 

This combination of innovative design and
technology results in products that are
extremely soft to the touch, lightweight and
comfortable - and very different from anything
else on the market. Importantly, they remain
competitively priced and are attractively
presented in printed clam-shell style
packaging, making them easy to display.
For more information call 1000 Mile
Sportswear on 01923 242233.

Koolpak hot and cold
therapy products
Koolpak has recently launched its new
range of hot and cold therapy products
to help with the recovery from everyday
sports injuries.

No matter how athletic you are,
everyone runs the risk of injury and the

Koolpak Sport Instant Ice packs are
ideal for the treatment of soft tissue
injuries, sprains, bumps and bruises.

These single-use disposable packs
allow cold therapy to be delivered direct
to the injured area and its smaller
compact pack size allows it to stay cooler
for longer. They fit perfectly into any first

aid kit or kit bag, which makes
them a great alternative to ice
from the freezer.
For more information on
any of the Koolpak
products visit
www.koolpak.co.uk 
or call 02392 670400.

Sports Supports/Medical
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Protective undergarments

that keep you 

cool and dry

Watch some of the world’s best rugby players closely enough
and you’ll see they’re wearing HexPad protective apparel.

HexPad conforms and flexes with every body movement like 
a second skin and features McDavid hDc moisture transport

technology to spread perspiration and help the body 
stay cooler and dryer.

James Simpson-Daniel,

Gloucester & England

Pictured wearing: 
651 HexPad Forearm Guard,
767 HexPad Pro, 
995 ColdWear Pant

mcdaviduk.com
www.mcdaviduk.com • info@mcdaviduk.com • tel: 08701 188 002

Official suppliers to:

http://www.mcdaviduk.com
mailto:info@mcdaviduk.com


Sport is a passion. It creates winners, team spirit and a fantastic identity. Kukri was founded in 1999
with a mission to create a Sportswear Revolution.  The name “Kukri” (phonetically pronounced - “Cook
Ree”) was chosen by the founder of Kukri Sports, Phil
Morris, when he was Financial Controller of the Hong Kong
Rugby Union and was watching a rugby match between the
Hong Kong national team and "The Flying Kukris” – the
Gurkha team. 

Kukri is “flying” high in sportswear. The Kukri Brand
continues to develop at a rapid pace and has been transformed
from supplying sportswear nationally to globally, all in the
space of only seven years!  Kukri now trades in the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Spain, Malta, Hong Kong, Australia, and
New Zealand and is one of the fastest growing companies in
the United Kingdom. 

Managing Director Robert Perkins is keen to stress the
importance of creating and maintaining a team spirit, both for customers and staff. Perkins exclaims, “We
have a team that is second to none!  Each and every member is passionate about their role which reflects
in our ability to uphold the Kukri values of Integrity, Partnership & Delighting Our Customers.” 

Kukri is creating its Sportswear Revolution by being unique - combining experienced, talented staff
and its uniquely flexible factory to offer more than six million designs, fabric and colour combinations to

create “made to order” sportswear with minimums of only ten
garments in only 8 weeks.  Kukri sportswear is produced at the
Kukri factory located in south-east China, where the 500 super-
flexible staff who work there produce up to 80,000 bespoke items
of sportswear each and every month. 

Scott Robinson, Design Manager for the UK and Ireland has
been with Kukri since January 2001 and says: “Kukri’s design team
has always focused on developing sportswear that incorporates
distinct Kukri styling that encompasses the very individual spirit of
each team. That’s why Kukri puts a lot of passion into the
development of its product range.”  Scott works alongside Kukri’s
Technical Manager, Caroline Gilbert. Together, they ensure that
really appealing designs are matched by the latest fabric and

constructional garment technology.  
Kukri has recently launched its industry-leading “Create Your Own Design” facility on its website.

The facility is easy to use and puts the customer behind the wheel of their own creativity and
requirements.  The facility uniquely offers a full product range from socks to track suits with regular new
product updates. It saves a lot of time for customers, especially important where deadlines are tight. 

KUKRI
A Sportswear Revolut ion!

http://www.kukrisports.com


There are three simple steps to the
“Create Your Own Design” process: 

Step One - choosing the sport and the sportswear to be
designed, selecting the style, trims, colours and fabrics
from the many choices available. 

Step Two - uploading and positioning any logos, team or
individual names and numbers for each size. 

Step Three - confirm the final design, enter your payment
details and your order proceeds to the factory for delivery
to your designated doorstep within 8 weeks. 

It’s literally 1, 2, 3 to go from a creative idea to your
very own sportswear! Try it at www.kukrisports.com  Kukri also offers the option of communicating your
needs face to face with one of our Sales Managers in the UK, Ireland, Spain, Malta, Hong Kong, New Zealand
or Australia.  Each of the team has excellent product knowledge, samples and a passion for sport to help you. 

Mike Perring, Commercial Manager of Worthing RFC
commented: "As a Kukri customer of four years, Worthing RFC has
had the opportunity of working with Kukri Sales Managers face to
face and using the new "Create Your Own Design" facility; and I
have to say that both provide a fantastic service.  

My Sales Manager is always well prepared with the knowledge,
samples and support we need. We now use the assistance of our
Kukri Sales Manager when we are developing completely new
ranges that need discussion on new product, fabric, and colours.
For repeat orders, we find using "Create Your Design" is fast and
very effective." 

Kukri prides itself on offering a wide range of sportswear and
has strong partnerships with sporting giants such as Worcester
Warriors, Castleford Tigers, Leeds Tykes, Scottish Hockey, Welsh

Women’s Rugby, The Maltese Rugby Union, The Hong Kong Rugby
Union, The Hong Kong 7’s Event, Havant, Team Bath, Leeds Met
Carnegie, Irish Cricket and the Welsh Lacrosse team, just to name a few. 

So where next? Commercial Director Phil Morris has a simple answer:- 
“Continue to support our existing customers in the same creative,
proactive and straight-forward way they now expect from us: To enhance
these partnerships with creative initiatives that grow the image of both
the club and the Kukri Brand: To continue to employ the best staff that
have a passion for sport, sportswear and delighting customers: and finally
to continue growing the Kukri Brand around the Globe.” 

Morris says “one day, Kukri aspires to be the Number One Brand in
Rugby, Hockey, Netball and Cricket globally.” He pauses and adds
“There is a lot to do!” 

Kukri is a fast moving, exciting company. For more information
on Kukri, its sportswear or job opportunities, visit the Kukri
website at www.kukrisports.com or call +44 (0) 1772 338899. 

Pat Sanderson 

http://www.kukrisports.com
http://www.kukrisports.com
http://www.kukrisports.com


a specific sock designed with the
purpose of being used for that sport. 

Football, rugby and tennis are
obvious examples, but what about the
technological advances that have been
made in socks, and are you able to
explain to your customers how these 
can benefit them? 

Socks should be as low-weight as
possible with a flat toe seam to minimise
rubbing, while top venting will help to
keep the foot cool. Companies such as
Asics have socks with high-density pile
cushioning and articulated arch support,
whilst Hilly produces performance
running socks that have a twin skin
moisture management system that 
helps prevent blisters. 

Others companies such as GSocks
produce socks specifically designed for
the golf course, as well as a range that
includes technical socks and trainer 
liners to maximise coolness, dryness
and comfort. 

Just as socks are an extension of
footwear, sock tape is a further spin-off,
especially if the tape has a stretch factor
built in to reduce the tourniquet effect
and help keep shin and ankle protection
in place.

Injury prevention
You also have to think about the
massive amount of injuries caused
each year by incorrectly fitting and
inappropriate footwear. By talking to
your customers and finding out what
their foot problems are, you can make
two sales - a pair of shoes and some
form of sports orthotic insole 
or footbed. 

Companies such as SOLE,
VASYLI and Anatom all produce
footbeds, and their importance as a
core sports product is growing ever
greater as customers begin to learn
about biomechanics and footfall. 

Posture is now seen as a vital part
of sports performance, and insoles can
help enormously in this area. Says
Andy Blair, Anatom’s Training
Manager: “The sports world often
focuses too much on the shoe as a
complete construction, not
acknowledging that by adding a proper
foundation foot comfort and body
alignment can be greatly improved. 

“By adding an orthotic, such as
Superfeet, to any shoe you are adding
an integral part to the construction.
Superfeet insoles assist in slowing and
preventing excessive pronation - the
movement of the foot rolling inwards -
whilst still allowing the foot to
pronate, as it should naturally within a
manageable degree.  

“The insoles help to realign the
body, reducing over-pronation and
decreasing the amount of stress placed
on feet, ankles, knees, hips, lower and
upper back, which causes pain and
discomfort. Footwear should always

There was a time when footwear
meant simply trainers. 
After all, they were multi-purpose and
could be used for various sports as
well as being recreational and worn
around the house or to the shops.

Nowadays, footwear is a multi-
million pound industry and the
cornerstone of many sports retail
outlets. What many retailers fail to
consider, however, is that this
sector is not simply a matter of
shoes. There is a whole range
of products linked to footwear
to consider if you want to
increase your customer
footfall and profits.

Sports specific
Just as there can be a
specific shoe designed
purposefully for a
sport (running,
football, squash,

cricket, etc), the
chances are

there will
also be

FOOTWEAR
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Shoe business
Footwear is a multi-million pound industry and the cornerstone
of many sports retail outlets, says Steve Newman

ABOVE: Available in
17 colours, Crocs
are slip resistant
and easy to
maintain

BELOW: Hilly’s Twin
Skin Anklets have a
moisture
management
system built in



of this sector there are. For example,
many athletes train in water, so why
not include some pool-friendly
flippers/fins in your stock? 

If more people were simply made
aware of how many products are
available for their feet, the
preventable injuries that so
many of our customers suffer
from would be eliminated,
thus allowing them to
enjoy their chosen
activity for much
longer. That, of
course, can only
be good news
for UK sports
retailers.
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be viewed as a jigsaw, needing several
elements to make a complete and
workable structure.”  

How many of you can explain to
your customers why children and
women should have shoes that have
been manufactured especially for
them? And do you cater for these
markets as well as you should?
Merrell’s Q-form technology, for
example, is designed specifically for
women to accommodate the fact that
they move differently to men. 

After-effects of exercise
One unpleasant after-effect of exercise
is the smell of sweat and possible
fungal infection of the feet - not
surprising when you consider there are
2,000 sweat glands in an adult male
foot and, although most socks sold
these days help reduce this problem,
talcum powder still works wonders in
walking boots. 

With many consumers purchasing
a shoe deodorant product five to six
times a year, companies such as Punch
market anti-bacterial treatments that
eliminate odour. Its 150ml pump spray
comes in high-impact silver packaging
and an easy-display box. The non-
aerosol formulation attacks odour-
causing bacteria to give a speedy,
effective solution to shoe smells. The
product also prevents mould stains and
mildew from forming on shoes. 

The care and protection of
footwear is another area of this market
worth servicing. In the old days,
football boots were polished or wiped
with dubbin. Nowadays, there are
many products on the market that help
repair and maintain footwear. And how
many of you stock laces of various
colours and sell a spare pair with the
original purchase? 

There is also the recreational side
of footwear to consider. The perfect
shoe for any environment may never
arrive, but Crocs look good with any
outfit. Weighing only six ounces, they
can be easily washed in a solution of
bleach and water. Made of a
proprietary closed cell resin called
Croslite, they warm and soften with
body heat to mould to the foot of the
user. Croslite is an anti-microbial,
odour-resistant, lightweight material
that makes Crocs unique. 

Some of you stock roller skates or
blades for the summer months, but a
big-seller has been Heelys, the only
trainer with a removable wheel in the
sole. The wheel clips easily in and out
the heel, allowing the wearer to roll
freely across the ground. The shoes
come in a range of sizes (junior 12 to
adult 11), styles for both boys and girls
and have proved popular with both
children and adults.

The Rebel is perhaps the most
popular style of Heely. This shoe has
two wheels in the sole (all the other
styles have one), making them 
perfect for beginners. They are
available in black/red for boys and
white/pink for girls. 

In a short article such as this we
couldn’t possibly cover all the aspects
of how footwear can boost your
business, but it is amazing, if you sit
down and think about it, how many
different, potentially profitable, areas

si

ABOVE: Heelys trainers
have a removable
wheel in the sole

BELOW: Superfeet
insoles help to realign
the body

LEFT: Punch Odour
Killer comes in high-
impact silver
packaging and an
easy-display box
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Retail establishments
were the scene of over
40,000 identity thefts
last year

Below: Experts say
that one of the fastest
growing types of card
identity theft is
skimming
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A customer buys some expensive
state-of-the-art sports equipment
and - as in over 70 per cent of cases
- pays with a credit card. There's no
problem with the PIN check and the
customer departs with the goods. 

It's only after the real owner of the
card finds the amount on his bill that
the trouble starts - and you just hope
that your insurance covers the loss.

UK identity fraud, now the
highest in Europe, will cost the
country's retailers a staggering £1.7
billion pounds this year, compared
with £400 million just three years ago,
and despite PIN numbers and other
electronic precautions, this figure
looks set to go on rising.

Web deceit
But the most spectacular rise in
identity theft is, not surprisingly, on
the internet. Criminals trawl through
the web and other public databases for
information about someone’s date of
birth and address.

The information is then used to
apply for credit cards and run up huge
bills. It's easy to do and, as a result, is
one of the fastest-growing UK
computer crimes. 

Double dealing
UK identity fraud, now the highest in Europe, will cost the country's
retailers a staggering £1.7 billion pounds this year, says Tony James

IDENTITY THEFT

Where existing credit cards are
concerned, compulsory PIN numbers
were designed to make the million-
plus cards stolen in the UK useless to
crooks when they try to use them. But
it hasn't worked out like that.

Bank security experts warn that
fraudsters now have little difficulty in
obtaining our four-digit PIN numbers
and making dozens of copies of our
cards. Indeed, so insecure has the
system become that several major
companies, including Shell, temporarily
suspended Chip and PIN transactions
while they tried to beef up security.

number by looking over someone's
shoulder, usually in a crowded shop.

Retail establishments were the
scene of over 40,000 identity thefts
last year. One of the most simple and
effective dodges is ‘shoulder-surfing’.
The sharp-eyed crook stands near
your counter while a customer is
keying in his or her PIN number.
From this, the rest of the card's details
can usually be learned by hacking into
the bank's computer system.

In one of the oldest and most
brazen scams still doing the rounds,
crooks attach fake card-readers to the

“Experts say that one of the fastest growing
types of card identity theft is skimming”

According to financial security
expert John Leyden, rogue
mathematicians working for criminal
gangs can work out a PIN number in
less than 15 guesses. The system's
designers originally reckoned it couldn't
be done in less than two million
attempts. Boffins say that the weak link
in the system is that PIN numbers aren't
chosen at random, but are based on a
complex mathematical formula linked
to the customer's account number.

Decimalisation tables are used
when hardware security modules
check the validity of the number a
customer punches into the machine on
your counter.

Manipulate
"A skilled operator using a relatively
simple computer programme can
manipulate these tables to find clues
as to which digits are present in the
PIN," John Leyden explains. "The
methodology is very complex, but the
result is that success usually comes
within 15 guesses. The crook then has
your PIN number and can masquerade
as you."

Banks deny that this sophisticated
fraud is widespread. They claim they
are more concerned about the most
popular method of credit card identity
theft - simply discovering a PIN

doors of bank ATM lobbies used by
customers in the evenings or at
weekends. The fake readers are
removed later containing customer
details. No one will be any the wiser
until the dodgy transactions start
showing up.

Then there's what's known in the
trade as the Lebanese Loop - a card
attached to a piece of magnetic ribbon
is inserted into an ATM which means
that the next card put into the machine
will be swallowed.

The crook then appears, pretends
to be helpful and says the problem can
be solved if the cardholder types in
their PIN number. It doesn't work and
the cardholder gives up and leaves.

The fraudster, who has memorised
the PIN number, fishes out the card
using the loop device and helps
himself to cash before assuming the
identity of the cardholder and going
off on a shopping spree - maybe to
your store.

Experts say that one of the fastest
growing types of card identity theft is
skimming - that's copying data from
the black magnetic strip on a genuine
card onto a blank card without the
owner's knowledge.    

An unscrupulous
shop assistant
processing a
credit card
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transaction can quickly record data on
a gizmo the size of a 50 pence piece.
The resulting card can be used
without the cardholder's knowledge -
until some hefty and mysterious debts
appear on the monthly statement.

This happened to Manchester
teacher Sharon Prentice, whose card
was copied in a restaurant after she
had a meal out with friends.
"When I got my next
monthly statement I
thought I was going
to faint," she
remembers. "It
was nearly £1,000
more than I expected. 

"I was certain it was a
ghastly mistake, but the
purchases, mostly clothes, drink, a
wristwatch and, bizarrely, a
skateboard, had all been made using a
card with my number. The thieves had
avoided suspicion by not going over
my credit limit."

Surprisingly, identity theft is
not yet a crime in the UK,
instead offenders are

charged with deception or theft.
Says Birmingham solicitor, James
Gregory: "For the victims it can be very
serious indeed, often affecting their
credit rating, and so their ability to
obtain finance and even a mortgage
may be temporarily
compromised."

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk


IDENTITY THEFT

And the cost can be devastating.
Credit reference agency Experian has
found that it can take up to 500 hours
to sort out the mess when someone
steals your identity and goes on the
rampage with a credit card.

The good news is that a bank or
credit card company will usually
refund all losses - unless the
cardholder has been negligent by
keeping the PIN with the card.

Police didn't have to look far for
the culprit in Sharon Prentice's case - a
temporary waiter at the restaurant.
Admitting over a dozen other cases, he
was jailed for 12 months.

Studies have shown that smart-
looking men aged from 30 to 40 are
most likely to be targeted for card
identity theft. "The higher a victim's
credit rating and financial standing,
the more at risk he will be," James
Gregory says.

Pay and touch
So what can retailers do to protect
both customers and themselves from
burgeoning identity theft? A new

development is a fingerprint
scanning process that checks a

customer's identity while they
pay for goods.

It's a ‘pay and touch’
system similar to the

payment option already in use in the
US, where over five million customers
now rely on the process.

This is how it works: each
customer's account database contains
a fingerprint profile, which is linked to
their bank account details, so
customers no longer need to carry
cash or cards - or to remember their
PIN numbers.

The main objection to the new
system is its cost, but Scottish
businessman Jamie Jamieson has
spent the last four years campaigning
for a much more simple and cheap
fingerprint system. All it needs is a
basic ink pad.   

Under the Jamieson system,
customers would be asked to submit a
fingerprint to authorise each
transaction. The fingerprint would be
kept in the shop in paper form for six
months and, if a fraud was attempted,
police would have access to the
offender's fingerprint, which could be
matched with the national database.

"What could be more simple?"
Jamieson asks. "People with nothing
to hide would surely not resent giving
a fingerprint if it meant reducing the
risk of credit card fraud."

Victim support
If you have a customer who's become
an identity theft victim, immediately

pass on this advice:
■ Report the incident to

the police without
delay and

insist on getting a Crime Reference
Number to record the incident.
■ Immediately report all stolen
cards to the issuers and ask for new
ones. Get new cards, account
numbers and PINs. Don't be tempted
to use the compromised PIN just
because you have learned to
remember it.
■ Destroy all cheques and cards
immediately you have closed a card or
bank account. Don't have new cards
sent to your address, but arrange to
pick them up.
■ Notify the Post Office if you
suspect that mail redirection has been
fraudulently set up on your address.
Their investigations unit will help.
■ Shred or burn any documents
relating to your financial affairs.
■ When buying over the internet,
make sure that a locked padlock or
unbroken key symbol appears on-
screen before you send your card
details. The beginning of the retailer's
address will change from http to https
when a purchase is made using a
secure connection.

And how can retailers protect
themselves? According to specialist
insurance companies like Safeonline
and CFC Underwriting, it's wise to get
cover for high-tech and internet risks,
including credit card charge-backs
caused by fraud.

What does insurance cost? Basic
third-party cover for a small
business can be as little as £50 a
month if you have a good security
system. In these days of ever-
increasing cyber crime, it sounds
like a pretty good bargain.
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The most spectacular
rise in identity theft is,
not surprisingly, on the
internet



STOP THEFT!

FIND OUT HOW
SECURITY TAGGING
CAN HAVE A MAJOR

IMPACT ON
YOUR PROFIT!!

Fax: 0870 0410772
Clipper Lynxgate • South Strand • Lawford
Manningtree • Essex • CO11 1UP 

FREEPHONE

08000 363 999

“DR” Labels
Only 44 x 10mm

Self-adhesive

RF 
Labels

FREEPHONE

08000 363 999

FIND OUT HOW
SECURITY TAGGING
CAN HAVE A MAJOR

IMPACT ON
YOUR PROFIT!!

SUNGLASSES

BAGS/EQUIPMENT

CLOTHING
Complete systems for under £20 per week
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Call Vasyli on 0800 0276159

For in depth technical information www.vasyli.comIt’s all about footfall!
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Independent Retailers & Marketing Specialists
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The New Sports Buyers' Guide 2006/07 
is now available ONLINE! 

The Sports Industry at your finger tips 

www.sports-insight.co.uk

Sports Insight Sports Buyers' Guide 2006/07
Manufacturers, Distributors

and Wholesalers Online Guide
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Many thanks to everyone who entered the Competition at 
www.sports-insight.co.uk to win a Zoggs Lap-Pro, all of the winners 

are below, you can find more competitions on the website.

Miss Tara Black ~ Newtownabbey Mr Simon Collinge ~ Blackpool 
Mrs Barbara Shaw ~ Blackpool Ms Katherine Krogulec ~ Nottingham 
Mrs Jane Willis ~ Hampshire Mr Pierre McDowall ~ Devon 
Miss Jackie ONeill ~ Shepperton Mrs Agnes Matthew ~ Aberdeen
Miss Sue Longworth ~ Manchester Miss Jackie Reade ~ Manchester 
Mr Jamie Emmett ~ Harrogate Miss Claire Cobbold ~ Hampshire 
Mr Graham Kilgour ~ Ayrshire Mrs Susanne Milward ~ Berkshire 
Mr Jeff Marriott ~ Darlington Mr Stephen Purser ~ Stoney 
Mr Andy Myers ~ Aldershot Mrs Ashley Gibbs ~ London 
Miss Jenny Hanger ~ Five Acres Mrs Jeannie Vaughan ~ Kidderminster 
Miss Helen Izzard ~ Manchester Mrs Lesley Simpson ~ Gillingham 
Mr Philip Greenwood ~ Surrey Mrs Ursula Bingham ~ Maidstone 
Mrs Karen Humble ~ Nottingham Mrs Sue Wontroba ~ West Midlands 
Miss Joanne Dawson ~ Warwickshire Mr Richard Stebbing ~ Suffolk

For more information on Zoggs and their extensive product range visit
www.zoggs.com   www.swim4fitness.com

lap-pro™

the first swimmers watch
designed by swimmers for swimmers

Lap-Pro™ the first personal 
lap timer which has been designed 
and developed specifically for swimmers.
The Lap-Pro™ has a 50m water resistance 
and is made from hard wearing PU/PVC.
The tap-pad watch face allows the 
swimmer to record each lap swum over a  designated 
training session after which a full summary of each lap/split swum, time, speed and average speed is provided. 
Lap-Pro™ is an essential training partner for all swimmers, whether they be swimming for recreation, fitness or simply 
for fun. Lap-Pro is avaialble in a senior and a smaller profile model catering for male, female and junior swimmers.

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.zoggs.com
http://www.swim4fitness.com


E-TAILING

You could be forgiven for thinking
that most websites are awash with
photos, animation and video.

In reality, the written word is still
king of content online. 

Creating engaging text for your
website must be approached carefully
as the rules of web reading are
different from creating text for the
printed page.

Usability principles
More information is now read off
computer screens than is printed on
paper. This isn’t surprising given the
rise of the internet and its insatiable
desire for content. When you are
writing text for your web pages you
must follow some simple guidelines. 

Your customers, don’t forget, are
just a mouse click away from another
business, so grabbing their attention
and keeping them browsing your
website is a commercial imperative
you simply can’t ignore.

Unlike the printed word, which

will look the same in every copy of a
book that is printed, online you have
much less control over how your text
will be viewed. Most of your
website’s visitors will leave their
internet browser setting in their
default mode. But many will not. 

Open your website and then in
Internet Explorer click View > Text
Size. Try changing the text size and
then see how this affects your
website. You may be surprised how
much of an effect it has on the
usability of your web pages.

Some visitors may also turn off
the images and graphics that appear
on web pages. Can your site still be
easily navigated with just the text that
appears on each page? Have you
attached Alt text to every button and
image so these people can still move
from page to page? 

And don’t forget your less able-
bodied customers. Your store’s
website may be visited by potential
customers that use screen magnifiers

Writing for an 
on-screen audience
Creating text for your website requires you to
learn a new set of skills, says Dave Howell
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information they want quickly. This
format also gives you the chance to
structure your pages. 

Each paragraph that has a heading
must also contain only one clause. This
ensures that your readers take on board
your messages without getting confused
or overloaded with information.

Your paragraphs can also use a
technique called front-loaded content.
This means the first line of each
paragraph is a synopsis of the entire
paragraph. Visitors can then read this
sentence and decide if they want to read
the rest of the paragraph. 

This is very different from the
printed word, which usually contains an
introduction, middle and conclusion.
Web pages are not as linear as the

printed page. Your visitors can jump
from page to page with ease, so ensure
they know what each of your site’s
pages is about with a strong first
paragraph or line.

Your site’s visitors also skim read
when they open email or newsletters
from you. They will spend, on average,
51 seconds skim reading an email, so
you had better make sure you
highlight the important
information you want to
convey. The bold 
HTML tag <b> 
can be a great help. 
But don’t 
overuse this, as 
your web pages
and emails can
then look
fragmented.

or even software that reads the words
on your website to them. You must
ensure that the text that you create
caters for all these users.

Writing guidelines
On-screen your website’s visitors are
more likely to skim read the text you
have placed on your site’s pages. They
are looking for keywords that will
instantly tell them if they will find the
information they are looking for on
the page they’re reading. Also, bear in
mind that your visitors’ eyes tire very
easily when reading from a screen, so
don’t present them with reams of text
to read. They’ll simply click to
another page.

To make reading easier, make
your sentences short. Try and have
them contain just one clause and
avoid using any jargon. Simplify your
text so that it doesn’t use long words
when a shorter one will do just as
well. You aren’t writing a piece of
creative fiction, you are trying to
communicate your business’
marketing message as simply and as
quickly as you can. 

Also, text should be left aligned.
Justified and right-aligned text is very
difficult to read as the eye has to
search for the beginning of each 
new sentence.

When you are structuring the text
for your web pages, try and use short
paragraphs and sub-headings where
appropriate. This will enable your
site’s visitors to jump to the

Links
The web is about links, so any that
you include within the text on your
site’s pages should be handled with
care. Try and integrate the link text
into the sentence itself. Use elements
of your sentences or even entire
sentences as links. As the links on
your web pages will be of a different
colour, this also helps to highlight
the text. But as with the use of bold
text, don’t overuse links.

The text that you write for your
web pages is crucial as it is the
primary way in which you
communicate with your site’s
visitors. Images help you to highlight
your page’s content, but text is still
by far the main way that information
is communicated online. 

You can learn more about 
writing for an on-screen audience
from the website of usability guru
Jakob Nielsen
(http://www.useit.com/alertbox/9710
a.html). Take a look at his advice
before you begin to write the text for
your next web page.

“More information is now read off computer
screens than is printed on paper”

si
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The Directory
To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk or tim@sports-insight.co.uk

ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING MARTIAL ARTS 

TABLE TENNIS BOXING

SECURITY TAGGING

TEAMWEAR

SPORTS WEAR

AGENTS REQUIRED

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham, 

Essex, RM13 9XU 
Tel: 01708-522288 
Fax: 01708-523322

Email: info@hayashiuk.com

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

N E W  C A T A L O G U E  O U T  N O W

Spall LTD
Mohair Mills, Gibson Street,

Bradford. BD3 9TR 

TEL: 01274 668045  
FAX: 01274 665359  

E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range

or ring for a free colour brochure.

• SOCCER

• ATHLETICS

• RUGBY

• BOXING (VESTS)

• HOCKEY

• BOWLS

• BASKETBALL

• TRAINING WEAR

• NETBALL

• SOCKS

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING With our in house manufacturing we can offer you consistency in colours, styles & quality, in 
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or 

without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small)

Rugby Soccer Training 
Wear

Hockey Basketball
Netball

FCSI Ltd
Exclusive Licensee for Everlast, Boxing/Martial Arts &
Weightlifting Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells & Gloves

Tel: 0207 861 9934
Fax: 0207 863 7510
Email: ade.adelano@btinternet.com

CRICKET SWEATERS

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Agents Required....
1) Scotland 2) Northern England 3) Midlands & North Wales
If you are looking to increase your portfolio of brands & can include goalkeeping gloves,
apparel & accessories as part of your product mix then Reusch has the brand heritage,
brand awareness and product range to fulfil that need.
For further information please e-mail details of the current brands you
represent, the current area you cover and all your current contact details
to: Email: b.fidler@reusch.com

TEAMWEAR WHOLESALER

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    • Latest Products and Designs

To place an order or request a catalogue: Call 08702 646 255  Fax 08702 646 257
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk

Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE OUR
MAIN ADVERT ON PAGE 59

South Strand,
Lawford,

Mainingtree,
Essex

CO11 1UP

STOP THEFT!
FIND OUT HOW SECURITY

TAGGING CAN HAVE A MAJOR
IMPACT ON YOUR PROFIT!!

Complete systems for under £20 per week

FREEPHONE 08000 363 999
Fax 0870 0410772 

Over 15 year's sales experience at National, Buying Group & Independent
level in Sport & Outdoor distributions with premium brands including
equipment, clothing & footwear. UK or London/North Home Counties/East
Anglia areas. PSA member.
Complete E Commerce Web Design and Creation. Face to face meetings.
Sports specialist. 15+ years Sports & 18+ years Web/IT experience.

Improving your sales

Email: dave@djbsales.com Website: www.djbsales.com Tel: 07875 494 578 Fax: 01494 522 221 

SportsSports
Insight

Sports Insight is read by 5000
people involved in the Sports
Industry every month. From
Retailers and Manufacturers to
Colleges and Government
Departments. Whether you are
looking to recruit or just want to
let people know that you are
there please contact us to discuss
the many options available to you. 

tim@sports-insight.co.uk
01206 500240 
keith@sports-insight.co.uk
01206 505947 

tim@sports-insight.co.uk
01206 500240 
keith@sports-insight.co.uk
01206 505947 

ADVERTISING
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Insight
Sports

PROMOTIONS / SIGNAGE

SPORTS BUYERS' GUIDE Don’t miss the opportunity of year-long
exposure in this essential information source. 
Tel 01206 505947 / 01206 500240

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS

Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official 
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.

More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings 

& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.

T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

SPORTS BOTTLES

SWIM EQUIPMENT

WEB TRADE DIRECTORY EQUIPMENT

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
MERCHANDISING

AGENTS WANTED

PRELUDE SPORTS
We supply and print/embroider all promotional

clothing, bags, mousemats, mugs, and much more
we also offer complete package for existing and
new business inc. sign writing vehicles, window
graphics, advertising boards, and a wide choice

of stationary no minimum orders, we design your
artwork at very low prices.

Tel 01460 785290
Email info@preludesports.com

Website www.preludesports.com
27 Market Street, Crewkerne TA18 7JU

F S T
Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

Sales Agents required to cover
the following area’s......

• South Wales  • South West • Essex
• West Midlands  • East Midlands
• Home Counties • East Anglia

The above area’s can be shaped to suit Agents existing area’s.
Send or E-mail, CV to. Mike Chapman.Viga Athletic Clothing Co Ltd.

Low Mill,Town Lane,Whittle-Le-Woods, Chorley. Lancs. PR6 7DJ.
Alternatively ring; 07974 399816.

VIGA ATHLETIC
CLOTHING CO LTD

mailto:info@globalfootballcompany.com
http://www.thewholesaler.co.uk
http://www.preludesports.com
http://www.fst.co.uk
http://www.howardplastics.com
mailto:fstsales@dial.pipex.com
mailto:info@preludesports.com
http://www.aquasphere.co.uk
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TAIL-ENDER

in pairs and sold the lot in an hour
during a virtuoso performance worthy
of Max Miller. 

Only one customer complained - a
disabled war veteran with only a right
leg. "We're out of your size, I'm afraid,"
said my uncle, returning his money.
Later he confirmed the wisdom of his
decision by saying: "How the hell could
he play football anyway?"

Archie recounted with pride a visit
he made to the doctor after damaging
his back lifting a stolen fridge up a
spiral staircase. "Doctor, I've twisted
myself," he reported. "I have to say this,
Archibald," replied the GP, "You’re the
only ***** who could."

Eccentric
My dad was pretty eccentric in his own
quiet way. A successful self-employed
timber merchant, he worked in an
office at the back of the house and for
decades the routine never varied.

At 8.45, having had breakfast, he
put on his coat and trilby, kissed my
mother goodbye, left by the front door,
walked round to the back door,
entered the office, took off his hat and
coat and began work. At lunchtime
and at 5.30 in the evening the ritual
would be reversed.

The explanation for any delay was
always the same. "Sorry I'm late," said
my dad, taking off his hat and coat and
sitting down to his tea. "There was a
derailment at Fenchurch Street." As
children we believed him.

A less benign eccentric was my
uncle Ronald, an artist and antique

dealer who became so attached to his
stock that he refused to sell it.
"There's nothing here you could
possibly afford," he would tell
prospective customers, adding: "Have
I offended you? I'm so glad."

Somewhat deaf, he disconcerted
customers even further by providing
a hammer attached by string to a
stout piece of wood and a notice
reading, ‘Please hammer for
attention’.

Ronald's pictures were painted
entirely for money and he prided
himself on selling everything he
produced. When one grotesque
depiction of a cockerel, complete
with huge wattles hanging either side
of the beak, obstinately refused to
sell, Ronald knew what to so.

"I turned it upside down and
made it into a horse and cart," he
said. "It sold the very next day."

Even my loyal and devoted
assistant Norman has a somewhat
chequered past, most of which is
shared only with a series of probation
officers, but which, I happen to know,
includes a period as a fire eater with a
travelling circus and third-choice
goalkeeper with Accrington Stanley
reserves. Oh yes, and he was once
accused, mistakenly, of murder.

Sadly, none of this eccentricity
seems to have rubbed off on me.
Despite sitting at this moment at my
desk in the back office in a tweed
waistcoat and swimming trunks (it's
very hot in here) and eating a honey
and tomato sandwich, I'm a very dull
dog indeed.

Shuddering at the pokerwork slogan in
the local chippie that announced, ‘You
don't have to be mad to work here, but it
helps’, it occurred to me that when
you're working for yourself as an
independent retailer madness not only
helps but can actually be a positive asset.

Coming from a long line of self-
employed eccentrics, not only did my
family never expect me to get a proper
job, but were appalled when I suggested
it. Hoping to knock some sense into me,
I was sent on a crash course in
independent retailership to my uncle
Harold, a self-employed grocer. His shop
made the emporium in Open All Hours
look like Harrods.

Outrageous
As a young man, Uncle Harold had been
left for dead on a First World War
battlefield. He had miraculously survived
and celebrated the fact by behaving
outrageously until the day he actually died,
some 60 years later.

The shop was filthy and the stock
largely uneatable - one of my first jobs was
to polish the mildew off the black puddings
with a rag soaked in vaseline. But it was
always crowded, mainly with people
wanting to borrow money, seeking advice
on personal problems or complaining about
toothache - my uncle did a bit of amateur
dentistry in the back room.

He was always doing deals. One I
remember involved buying old GPO
telegraph poles and sawing them up to
make dartboards. Not one of his better
ideas. More lucrative was supplying the
cotton wool out of Benzedrine inhalers to
improve the performance of dogs at the
local greyhound stadium. 

That was also the end of my career in
groceries. When important-looking
policemen in brown gloves started
visiting the shop, my mother told me to
come home.

My uncle Archie, a rakish figure in
trilby and camel hair overcoat, who
described himself as an ‘independent retail
consultant’ - he had a stall in Leicester
market - also had a picturesque career as a
wheeler and dealer.

His finest moment came when he
bought a thousand fire-damaged left-
footed football boots, wrapped them up

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

si
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